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A B S T R A C T  
This r e p o r t  p resen t s  aerodynamic data  obtained i n  a  Marshall Space 
F l i g h t  Center 14-inch Tr isonic  Wind Tunnel t e s t  conducted dur ing t h e  
period of August 20 t o  August 27, 1971. S t a t i c  s t a b i l i t y  and drag  
da ta  were obtained us ing  0.003366-scale models of t h e  Grumman H-33 
drop tank o r b i t e r  and t h e  T i t an  TIIIL (1207-4) expendable booster .  
The o r b i t e r  was mounted t o  the  booster  both piggyback and tandem. 
Data was obtained over a  Mach number range of 0.6 t o  5.0. Angle of 
a t t a c k  d s t a  was obtained from -16' t o  +bO a t  both 0' and -6' s i d e s l i p  
f o r  t h e  piggyback configurat ion,  but  was l imi ted  t o  -10' t o  +lo0 a t  
0' s i d e s l i p  f o r  t h e  tandem configurat ion.  m e  primary configurat ion 
v a r i a t i o n s ,  o ther  than piggyback and tandem mount, were t h e  number 
and loca t ion  of s o l i d  p rope l l an t  s trap-on boosters .  
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  
Experimental aerodynamic i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  were conducted by NASA on a  0.003366 
sctile model of the  Martin Mariet ta  Corporation Ti tan  TIIIL booster  car ry ing 
the  Grumman H-33 Orbi ter .  These t e s t s  were conducted i n  the  NASA/MSFC 14 x 14 
Inch D i s o n i c  Wind Tunnel dur ing  August 1971 on two launch configurat ions;  one 
with the  o r b i t e r  c a r r i e d  piggyback on the  booster  ( see  f i g u r e  3 )  the  o ther  wi th  
the  booster  i n  tandem wi th  the  o r b i t e r  ( see  f i g u r e  4) .  Six component aerodynamic 
fo rce  and moment da ta  were measured over a  Mach number range from 0.6 t o  4.96 and 
a r e  presented here in  i n  c o e f f i c i e n t  form. 
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTlGATED 
The fol lowing model components were u t i l i z e d  dur ing t h i s  t e s t :  
L1 TII IL 1207-4 (spread)  f o r  piggyback mating c o n s i s t s  of :  C1 S14 
L2 TII IL 1207-4 (Array) fox OEL mating c o n s i s t s  of :  Cg S24 
L j  TII IL 1207-4 ( c l u s t e r )  f o r  piggyback mating, c o n s i s t s  o f :  C1 S34 
L4 TII IL 1207-4 (spread)  f o r  OEL mating, cons i s t s  of:  C2 S14 
C 1  TIIIL 16-ft d ia .  core wi th  nose f o r  piggyback o r b i t e r  mounting. 
C2 TII IL 16- f t  d i a .  core wi th  adapter  f o r  tandem o r b i t e r  mounting. 
S14 TII IL 7-segment SRM spread configurat ion,  c o n s i s t s  of 4 SRM's 
wi th  i n l i n e  v e r t i c a l  c e n t e r l i n e s  on core WPO. 
,512 TIIIL 7-segment SRM spread configurat ion wi th  two ou te r  SRM's 
removed, cons i s t s  of 2  SRM's next t o  core. 
S24 TII IL 7-segment SRM Array configurat ion cons i s t s  of 4 SRM's. 
S34 TII IL 7-segment SRM Cluster  configurat ion cons i s t ing  of 4 SRM's. 
O1 GAC H-33 drop tank o r b i t e r .  
Figures 3 end 4 d e p i c t  most of the  above configurat ions.  P e r t i n e n t  dimensional 
information f o r  each of these  components i s  given i n  the  Model Component Descrip- 
t i o n  Sheets which follow t h e  f i g u r e s .  A t e s t  summary i s  given i n  the  Data S e t  
Col la t ions .  
T E S T  U , ~ i ~ ? A 7 ' 4 i - 5 @ , 1  D A T A  S E T  C O L L A T I O N  S H E E T  ' t- I 
0 P R E T E S T  I 
T E S T  NSFC Tfi'T- 5C3 DATA S E T  COLLATION S H E Z T  
B OT $ 
SCHEDULES 
TEST FACILITY DESCRIFTION 
The Marshall Space F l i g h t  Center 14" x 14" Tr isonic  Wind Tunnel i s  an i n t e r -  
mi t t en t  blowdown tunnel  which opera tes  by high pressure a i r  flowing from 
s torage  t o  e i t h e r  vacuum o r  atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range 
from .2 t o  5.85 i s  covered by u t i l i z i n g  two interchangeable t e s t  sec t ions .  
The t r anson ic  sec t ion  permits t e s t i n g . a t  Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and t h e  
supersonic sec t ion  permits t e s t i n g  a t  Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers 
between .2 and .g a r e  obtained by us ing a con t ro l l ab le  d i f f u s e r .  The range 
from .95 t o  1 . 3  i s  achieved through t h e . u s e  of plenum suct ion  and perfora ted  
wal ls .  Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 a r e  produced by interchangeable 
s e t s  of f i x e d  contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a s e t  of f i x e d  contour 
nozzle blocks a r e  t i l t e d  and t r a n s l a t e d  automatical ly t o  produce any des i red  
Mach number i n  .25 increments. 
A i r  i s  supplied t o  a 6000 cubic f o o t  s torage  tank a t  approximately - 4 0 ' ~  dew 
point  and 500 ps i .  The compressor i s  a three-s tage  rec ip roca t ing  u n i t  driven 
by a 1500 hp motor. 
The tunne l  flow i s  es tab l i shed  and con t ro l l ed  with a servo ac tuated  gate  
valve. The con t ro l l ed  a i r  flows through the  valve d i f f u s e r  i n t o  t h e  s t i l l i n g  
chamber and hea t  exchanger where t h e  a i r  temperature can be con t ro l l ed  from 
ambient t o  approximately 180'~. The a i r  then 'passes  through the  t e s t  sec t ion  
which contains t h e  nozzle blocks and t e s t  region. 
Downstream of t h e  t e s t  s e c t i o n  i s  a hydrau l i ca l ly  cont ro l led  p i t c h  sec to r  
t h a t  provides a t o t a l  angle of a t t a c k  range of 20' ( f l O O ) .  S t ing  o f f o e t s  e r e  
ava i l ab le  f o r  obta in ing various maximum angles of a t t a c k  up t o  25'. 
TEST CONDITIONS 
Table 1 presents  t h e  range of t e s t  va r i ab les  a t  which data  were 
-
recorded. Also shown a r e  load capac i t i e s  f o r  MSFC balance #201. 
The models were sting-mounted a s  depicted i n  Figure 2 . Data were 
-
obtained a t  sec to r  angles from -10 t o  +10 d e w e e s  i n  two-degree i n -  
crements. A six-degree s t i n g  o f f s e t  was u t i l i z e d  i n  por t ions  of t h e  
tes t  t o  provide angles of a t t a c k  from -16 t o  +4 degrees and t o  per-  
m i t  alpha o r  beta sweeps a t  six-degree beta o r  alpha respect ive ly .  
I n  add i t ion  t o  s i x  component f o r c e  data ,  t h r e e  base pressures  were 
obtained f o r  use i n  co r rec t ing  a x i a l  fo rce  data .  
The balance was contained wi th in  the  o r b i t e r  model wi th  t h e  booster  
r i g i d l y  a t tached t o  the  wing lower surface  (piggyback) o r  t o  t h e  
o r b i t e r  base (tandem). I n  the  tandem mount configurat ion,  t h e  TII IL 
core diameter was s l i g h t l y  oversized t o  allow s t i n g  clearance ins ide .  
MACH NUMBER 
1 . 0  
TABLE I 
T E S T  C O N D I T I O N S  
T E S T MSFC TWT 503 
BALANCE UTILIZED: MSFC #201 
CAPACITY : 
NF 60 l b s .  
SF 20 lb s .  
AF 30 l b s .  
p~ 120 in- lbs .  




RM 25 in- lbs .  
COMMENTS : 
DATA REDUCTION 
Six  component aerodynamic f o r c e  and moment da ta  were recorded u t i l i z i n g  
MSFC i n t e r n a l  s t r a i n  gage balance #01. One o r b i t e r  base pressure (cpBO), 
one TII IL core base pressure ( c ~ ) ,  arid one SRM base pressure (cpBS) was 
recorded and u t i l i z e d  t o  a d j u s t  the  measured a x i a l  f o r c e  t o  a condit ion 
corresponding t o  f r e e  stream s t a t i c  pressure a c t i n g  on t h e  base regions  (CAF). 
CAF = CAT - + CWB pa + Cm 
The f o r c e  and moment da ta  were reduced t o  c o e f f i c i e n t  form us ing the  follow- 
i n g  reference  values  : 
= TIIIL core cross  s e c t i o n a l  a rea  - 0.3279 in .  2 SREF 
lREF = bREF = TIIIL core diameter = 0.6463 in .  
ABS = SRMf s base area  = 0.6104 in.2 ( Tota 1 f o r  Four ) 
Piggyback 
ABO = Orbi ter  base area = 0.7612 i n e 2  
ABB = TIIIL core base area = 0.2725 in.' 
Tandem 
ABO = Orbi ter  base area  = 0.0 in. 2 
ABB = TIIIL core base area = 0.4185 in .  k! 
DATA REDUCTION 
( Concluded ) 
MOMENT REFERENCE CENTER 
Piggyback : 
X = 0.10098 inches  fwd. T I I IL  core base 
Y = TIIIL core  c e n t e r l i n e  (ba lance  c e n t e r l i n e )  
Z = 0.943 inches  below c e n t e r l i n e  balance on TI I IL  core  
c e n t e r l i n e  
Tandem: 
X = 0.10098 inches  fwd. T I I IL  core base 
Y = TI I IL  core  c e n t e r  (ba lance  c e n t e r l i n e )  





















Total Axial Force 
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W R Y  DATA PLOT INDM 
I COEFFICIENTS pm CONDITIONS 
I TITLF: SCREDULE * VARYING PAGES 1 
! Longitudinal  S t a b i l i t y  T I I I L / H - ~ ~  Piggyback 
f 
Longi tudinal  S t a b i l i t y  T I I I L / H - ~ ~  Piggyback 











L a t e r a l  D i r e c t i o n e l  S t a b i l i t y  T I I I L / H - ~ ~  Piggyback 1 
Beta = 0.0 G - i 229-252 i 
Longi tudinal  S t a b i l i t y  T I I I L / H - ~ ~  Tandem 
Longitudinal  S t a b i l i t y  '~?IIL/R-33 Tandem 
Alpha o r  CN = 0.0 




Mach 311-338 ' 
Ma ch 339-344 : 
-- ------ 
-- 
* See next  page f o r  P l o t t e d  Cos f f i c i en t s  Schedule 
PLOlTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE: 
A: CN, CIM, CIA, CAF, CABB, CABO, CABS vs. ALPHA 
B: CN, CIM, CA, CAF, CABB, CABO vs. ALPHA 
C: C N ( ~ =  0),  m(a= 0), dCN/da(a= o), dCIM/da(a= 0), X A C / D ( ~ =  o), 
C A ( ~  = 0),  C A B B ( ~  = 0), C A B O ( ~  = 0), ~ ( a  = 0), CIBUI(CN = 0), ALPHA(CN = 0 )  vs. M a c h  I 
D: C N ( a  = 0), c I M ( a  = o), d C N / d a ( a  = o), dCLM/da(a=O),  X A C / D ( ~  = 0), c A ( a  = o), 
C A B B ( ~  = 0), CABO(~ = o), CIM(CN = 0), ALPHA(CN = 0)  vs. M a c h  
E: CY, CXV, CBL, CAY W, CABB, CABO, CABS vs. B e t a  
F: CY, CYN, CBL, CAY CAF, CABB, CABO vs. B e t a  
G: ~ W W ( B =  o), ~ C Y N / ~ B ( B =  o), ~ C B L / ~ B ( B =  0), XAC/D(B= 0 )  VS. M W ~  
H: CN, CIM, CA, CAE', CABB, CABS vs. ALPHA 
I: CN, CIM, CA, CAF, CABB vs. AISHA 
J: CN(a = 0), C I M ( a  = 0), d C N / d a ( a  = o), d C I M / d a ( a  = 0), X A C / D ( ~  = 0), C A ( ~  = o), 
C A B B ( ~  = o), CABS(a = O), CIM(CN = O), ALPHA(CN = 0)  vs. M a c h  
K: C N ( a =  0), C M ( ~ =  0), d C N / d a ( a =  0), dCLM/da(a=O),  X A C / D ( ~ =  o), 
= O), W B ( ~  = O), CIM(CN = O), ALPHA(CN = 0)  vs. M a c h  
L: CY, CYN, CBL, CA, CAF, CABB, CABS vs. B e t a  
M: CY, CYN, CBL, CA, CAF, CABB vs. Beta 
F I G U R E S  
Kotes: 
1. Positive directions of force coefficients 
moment coefficients, and angles are 
indicated by arrow$. 
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability 
axes !lave been displaced from the center 
of gravity. 
Figl;rc- 1. Axis systems, s:towitlg direction and sense of force and 



























































































































































FIGURE 2. (Sheet 2 of 3)
TIIIL (1207-4)/GAC H-33
Orbiter (piggyback) Side View
(
)FIGURE 2. (Sheet 3 of 3)
TIIIL (1207-4)/GAC H-33
Orbiter (piggyback) Bottom View
: ERLRNCE CENTER 
- 
FIGURE 3. T ELL (IZ07- ~)/GRC H-33 P I G 9  BFICK SPRERD CONFlGURFlTLQN- 
FIGURE 3. (CONTINUED) 
T E L  (l207- ~)/GRC H-33 PIGGY BQCK CONFIGURRT\ONS 
PIGGY BQCK SPREQD 
L, + Q l  
PIGGY BACK 
r , n  
PIGGtQBRCK CLUSTER 
I 5 i- nlC--,. 
E :  OVTP,OA?a SF&.?. 
CAtTED ON 0. 
2.tiSE OUT 
ALL DMNS%O!IS 
111 R;CI:ES @lJLL SWL:L",) 
CORE 
CL CORE 
FIGURE 4. T I I I L  (J207-4)/~AC H-33 CSPREAD) TANDEM CONFIGURATION 
CLUSTER TQNDEM 
'-2 + 01 
FiGuRE 4 i ~ o ~ j )  TIUL(IZO~- ~)/'usc H33 TQNDEM CONFIGUR4TIONS 




FIGURE 6 .  GRUMMAN H-33 ORBITER WING 0.003366 SCALE 
FIGURE 7. GRUMMAN H-33 ORBITER VERTICAL TAIL 0.003366 SCALE 

PB CONFIGURATIONS 
NOTE~ ALL DPIE~ISIONS 
IN INCHES @ULL SCALE) 
-. - -. 
FIGURE 9. TIIIL CORE 




NOTE: ALL DIMENS IONS I N  INCHES (FULL SCALE) 
FIGURE 10. T I I I L  SOLID ROCKET MOTOR (SRM) 
MODEL COMPONENT DESCRPFTION SHEETS 
MODEL CCMFONENT: BODY - (0) ORRITER 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 0.003366 SCALE GRUMMAN (H33) ORBITER 
DRAWING NUMBER: 







Planf o m  











MODEL (%MPOM: WING 0s) 







Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Dihedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle,. degrees 
Aerodynamic W i s t  , degrees 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trai l ing Edge 
Chords 
Root (Wing Sta.  0 .O) 
Tip 




4901 f t 2  
1158.64 in.  
1.902 
1036.84 in .  
170.83 in .  
t / c  = 9.5% Camberred 
t /c  = 9.5% Camberred 
MODEL SCALE 
7.996 in2  
3.900 in .  
1.902 
3.490 i n .  
0.575 in.  
t /c = 9.5% Camberred 
t/c = 9.5% Camberred 
MODEL O O N E N T :  VERTICAL STABILIZER (V) 











Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge (From Vertical) 




427.8 in .  




1.44 in.  
0.565 in.  
NACA 64AOl'O 
NACA 64A010 
MOrtEL COMPONENT: DROP TANKS (T) 


















MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - CI 
! 
GENERAL DESCRIPTJON: T I I I L  core with nose fairing for piggyback orbiter 
# 
, < 
mating, nose fairing is 23.67' cone hemisphere inclined 13.5~ to core 
centerline, main body is a cylinder wtth conical boattail near its base. 





Fineness Rat io  
Area 
Max. Cross-Sectional 












.328 in. 2 
1767 ft. 2 2.884 in. 2 ' 
5690.7 ft. 2 
166.6 ft. 2 
9.290 in. 2 
.272 in.' 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - '2 
! 
, GENERAL DESCRIPTION: TIIIL core  wi th  adap te r  f o r  OEL mating, adap te r  f a i r s  
I 
from core  c y l i n d r i c a l  shape t o  o r b i t e r  fuse l age  c r o s s  s e c t i o n a l  shape, main 
- 








P 1 anf orm 
Wetted 
Base 
FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
112 f t .  4.525 in .  
18.05 f t .  .730 in .  
18.05 f t .  .730 i n .  
6.2 6.2 
.968 in .  2 
3.62 in .  2 
11.61 i n 2  
.418 in .  2 
* Model diameter  is  l a r g e r  than .003367 s c a l e  t o  a l low s t i n g  c learance .  
. - WDEL COMPONENT: BODY - s12 
C E N E ~ L  DESCRIPTION: T I I I L  7-segxrknt. SRM conf igura t ion,  2 S R M ' ~ ,  1 on e i t h e r  
. 
s ide  of the  core with v e r t i c a l  c e n t e r l i n e s  i n  ' l i ne  with core (; , each SRM 
! 
. is  a cy l inder  with a -34O cone hemisphere nose f a i r i n g  
( .00336 7) 
DIMEhSIONS : ( per SRM) : FULL-SCALE . MODEL SCALE 
Length (W/O rocket  nozzle)  101.525 4.102 in .  
c 
10.098 .408 in.  Max. Wtdth 
Max. Depth 10.098 ,408 in.  
Ftneness Rat io  10.005 10.005 
Area(w/o rocket  ' nozz le )  . . 
Max. Cross-Sectional " . I31 in. L 
1.614 in .  2  Planf  orm 
5.072 in .  2  Wetted 




Length i , .  .404 in .  
. . 
-. .- 





.429 in .  
2  
.598 i n .  
'Cant Angle 
HODEL CO;*IPO!iENT: BODY - s14 
. . \ \ 
'., 1. 
.\ ', H R A L  DESCRIPTION: T I I I L  7-seGent  SRM spread configuration,  4 SRM's; 2 on e i t h e  
. 
s ide  of the  core ,  with v e r t i c a l  cen te r l ines  i n  l i n e  with 'core cen t e r l i ne ,  each 
SRM i s  a cyl inder  with a 34' cone hemlsphetd. nose fa i r ing .  
DIMENSIONS : (pe r  SRM) : 
( .00336 7) 
FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
. Length (W/O rocket nozzle) 101.525 . 4.102 in .  
Max. Width 
Max. Depth 
.408 in .  
.408 i n .  
1 - 
Fineness R a t i o  (wlo rocket no iz le )  10.005 10.005 
8 ' Area (W/O rocket nozzle) 
. . 










988.68 1.614 in.  2 
3.106.923 5.072 in.  2 
9.9990 .404 i n .  
' 10.618 .429 in .  
366.313 .598 in.  2 
'Cant Angle 
.--PODEL COMPONENT: BODY - '24. 
~\, '\ . - 
'. \ GENERAL DESCRIPTION: TIIIL 7-segment array configuration, 4 SRM's, 2 on e i ther  
' 
. . . . 0 - .  . / ' 
s ide  of cone with centers 60 above and below WP 0, each SRM i s  a cyl inder.with 
. - 
C .J 
a 34' cone hemisphere nose fa ir ing  .. . 
, 
, /' 
<.' .I' . 
DRAWING NUMBER: WT 7109001 . . 
QIMENSIOPIS : ( per SRM) 
- .  




.Area (W/O rocket nozzle)  





Rocket Nozzle : 
FULL-SCALE . . 
( .003367) 
MODEL SCALE 
101.525 - 4.102 i n .  
10.098 ' .408 in .  
10.098 - .408 in .  
10.005 ' 10.005 
' .I31 i n .  2 
988.68 1.614 i n .  2 
80.246 .I32 ' in.  2 
Length 9.9990 
. . 
.404 i n .  
Exit Plane Diameter 10.618 
-4429 in .  
- 
Wetted Area 366.3 13 2 -. 
. . .598 in.  
Cant Angle 
. . KlDEL COMPONENT: BODY - s q q  
~ N E R A L  DESCRIPTION: TIIIL 7-segmint* SRM c l u s t e r  configurat idn> 4 SRMv s ,  2 
.' 0. e i t h e r  ;ide of the cone with v e r t i c a l  center; i n  l i n e  with core WPO, 2 
. . -. 
C .  ori. core lower surface with centers  30' abwe cone BPO, each SRM i s  a cyl inder  
rLth 34' cone hemisphere nose f a i r i ng  
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMEi4S IONS : ( per S W )  FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (W/O rocket nozzles) 4.102 in .  
.C' 






Ff neness R a t i o  
.- 
. . Area (W/O . rocket '.- . .. nozzle) . ' . 
Hax. Cross-Sectional 
Planform 1.614 in.2 




Rocket ~ o z ' z l e  : . . 
..13 1 - in .  z 
Length .404 in .  
.429 in.  
-- ... , 




.598 in.  2 - I  
Cant Angle 
NCBBNCLAIVRE 








angle of a t tack,  angle between t h e  projec t ion 
of t h e  wind &-axis on the  body X, Z-plane and 
t h e  body X-axis; degrees 
s i d e s l i p  angle, angle between t h e  wind &-axis 
and t h e  pro3ection of t h i s  ax i s  on the  body 
X-Z-plane; degrees 
yaw angle, angle of r o t a t i o n  about the  body 
Z-axis, pos i t ive  when the  pos i t ive  X-axis i s  
r o t a t e d  toward t h e  pos i t ive  Y-axis; degrees 
r o l l  angle, angle of r o t a t i o n  about t h e  body 
X-axis, pos i t ive  when the  pos i t ive  Y-axis i s  
r o t a t e d  toward t h e  pos i t ive  Z-axie; degrees 
a i r  densi ty;  ICg/m3, slugs/f t 
speed of sound; m/sec, f t / s e c  
@peed of vehic le  r e l a t i v e  t o  surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, f t / s e c  
dynamic pressure; 1 / 2 ~ V :  ps i ,  psf 
MACH Mach number; ~ / a  
RN/L Reynolds number per u n i t  length; million/f t 
s t a t i c  pressure; p s i  
t o t a l  pressure; p s i  






Reference b C. G. B f f n % t i o n s  
SADSAC 
SYMBOL DEFINITION 
wing area; m2, ft2 
SREF reference area; m2, ft2 
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, i n  (see  1 or LREF) 
r e f  
MRP 
XMRP 
reference length; m, f t ,  in.; (see  E )  
wing span or reference span; m, ft, i n  
base area; m2, ft2, in2 
center of p a v l t y  
abbreviation for moment reference point 
abbreviation far moment reference point 
on X-axis 
abbreviation for moment reference point  
on Y-axis 







NOMENCLATURE ( Continued) 
Axis System General 
DEFINITION 
force;  F, l b s  
moment; M, in - lb  
Definit ion 
normal force 
a x i a l  force  
l i f t  force  
drag force  
force  or moment about the  Y axis  
moment about the  Z axis  
moment about the  X axis  
s t a b i l i t y  'axis system 
wind axis system 
reference conditions 
f r e e  stream conditions 
t o t a l  conditions 
base 
NCMRlCLATeTRE ( Conti nued ) 
Body L S t a b i l i t y  hc9s Syetem 




normal force coefficient;  FN/qs 
a x i a l  force coefficient;  FA/qS 
base ax i a l  force coefficient;  [-11 [(pb - pa)/ql ( A ~ / S  
forebody a x i a l  force coefficient;  CA - C 
Ab 
yawing moment coefficient;  W q S  bref 
CBL r o l l i n g  moment coef f ic ien t ;  M X / ~ S  bref 
Common t o  Both Axis Systems 
CW pitching moment coefficient;  &/q6 hef 









S t a b i l i t y  Axio System 
l i f t  force coeff i c ien t ;  Fh/qs 
drag force coefficient;  FD/~s  
base drag coeff ic ient  
forebody drag coefficient;  CD - CDb 
yawing moment coefficient;  MZ, $/qS bref 
r o l l i n g   mat coefficient;  MX ,/qS bref 
9 
l i f t - t o - b e g  r a t i o ;  cL/% 










S P O I L R  
TAB 
A I L - L  
AIL-R 




NOMEMCLATW3 ( Continued ) 
Surf ace Definitions 
D E F I N I T I O N  
horizontal  t a i l  incidence; posit ive when 
t r a i l i n g  edge dawn; degrees 
symmetrical surface def lect ion angle; degrees; 
posi t ive  deflections are: 
a i leron - t o t a l  a i leron deflection; 
( l e f t  a i leron - r i g h t  ai leron)/2 
canard - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
elevon - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
elevator  - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
f l a p  - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
rudder - t r a i l i n g  edge t o  the  l e f t  
spo i le r  - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
t a b  - t r a i l i n g  edge down with respect 
t o  control  surface 
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees; 
posi t ive  t r a i l i n g  edge dawn: 
l e f t  ai leron - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
r i g h t  a i leron - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
l e f t  elevon - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
r i g h t  elevon - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
l e f t  spoi ler  - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
r i g h t  spoi ler  - t r a i l i n g  edge down 
D E F I N I T I O N  
a i leron 
base 
canard 
elevator  or elevon 
f l a p  
rudder or  ruddervator 
spoi le r  
t o i l  
A t abu la ted  data  l i s t i n g ,  consfsLBng of a l l  aero  data  s e t s ,  both o r i g i n a l  
and those crea ted  i n  a r r i v i p g  a% t h e  p l o t t e d  m a t e r i a l  t o  be presented subse- 
quently, i s  ava i l ab le  a s  an addendum t o  t h i s  r epor t .  The t a b u l a r  l i s t i n g  i s  
made up i n  two sec t ions :  
(a ' )  a  b r i e f  summery l i s t  of a l l  da ta  s e t s  conta in ing t h e  i d e n t i f i e r ,  
t he  desc r ip to r ,  and t h e  r e s i d e n t  dependent va r i ab les .  
( b )  a  f u l l  l i s t  of a l l  da ta  s e t s  containing a l l  r e s i d e n t  o r  ' 
se lec ted  aerodynamic coe f f i c i en t s  of t h e  da ta  s e t s  a s  we l l  a s  
t h e  above mentioned information. 
The l i s t i n g  i s  cur ren t ly  s e n t  on l imi ted  d i s t r i b u t i o n  t o  the  fol lowing organ- 
i z a t i o n s  : 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens 
NASA MSFC M r .  J. Weaver 
If copies of t h i s  l i s t i n g  a r e  des i red ,  p lease  contac t  the  above o r  the  cog- 
n izan t  SADSAC personnel  who, f o r  t h i s  da ta ,  is: 
B. J. Fricken 
Department 2780 
Chrysler Corporation Space M v i s i o n  
New Orleans, La. 70129 
P L O T T E D  D A T A  
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FARAWETRIC VALUES 
BE T A  6 . 0 0 0  
ICFEkENCE F I L E  SFE-AERG-AAE 
SPEF G . 3 2 7 9  S 8 .  I N  
LliEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BPEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X H ~ F  0 . 1 0 1 6  IN. 
Y4RF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E C C E N  
MSFr TWT 503 T ~ T I L G R u M M A M ~ ? ~  I 1+n l  r ~ ~ 5 1  n3 i  39 m r ~  -11 D A C C  t 
L5 































-'%o -18 -16 - i d  -18 - 8 0  - 8  - 8  - a  - a  o o o o o e 8 6 0 : o  1 2  
ANGLE OF .ATTACK0 ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PAkAMETtiIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O E H I T I O N  
1 . 4 6 4  BETA 6 . 5 5 5  SREF 5 . 3 2 7 9  5 8 . 1 8  2 1 . 9 6 6  LEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 3 . 4 8 5  BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XWPF 0 . 1 0 1 s  I N .  0 4 . 9 5 9  I U P F  - 5 . 9 4 3 5  I N .  
ZWfiF 5 . 6 5 5 :  
. - 
i N 
SCALE . i . I- .- - - -  lEFECEYCE F I L E  SF€-AE6G-AJE . - > c : *  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMHANH33 LI.201 (A451021 23 OCf 71 - ..-.t 3 - >a"- 
LONG1 TUOIMAL S T A B I L I T Y  T I 1  I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
e-* - - 
-* - . -6 - - . . . - L,.2 - . -.,. . . . - - . . . - - - i  . ..L-e--- - - - o - - - - " - . . - . . . - . . . . . . .  
-14 - 8  - 6  0 0 0 2 4 6 -  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
UACn FAEAWETEIC VALUES 
5 . 6 2 3  BETA 6 . 5 0 0  
5 . 9 0 3  
1 . 5 5 5  
1 . 1 5 2  
1 . 1 9 9  
REFERENCE F I L E  SFE-AERG-AAE 
REFERENCE I N F O R H A T I G N  
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ.lE. 
LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWEP 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
Y H l i -  0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHkF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E R C E N  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 (A451021 2 3  OCT 7 1  PAGE 
LONG1 TUBIMAb STABILITY V I I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
SYMBOL MACU 
ANGLE OF ATTACK0 ALPHA0 DEGREES 
FARAWETCIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.464 BETA 6 . 5 5 5  2 1 . 9 6 6  
0 3 . 4 6 5  
4 . 9 5 9  
EEFEkENCE F I L E  SFE-AEE3-AAE 
MSFC TWT 533 TI%ILGRUMMANH33 
SEEF G.3279  S P . I N  
LREF 5 . 6 4  6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  - -. . ~- 
X W P F  0 . 1 5 1 ~  I N .  
Y M R P -  9 . 9 4 3 5  I N .  
ZURP 5 . 5 0 5 0  I N .  
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
~ 1 1 1 8 0 ~  U A C U  FARARETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATICN 2 i:::: BETA 6 . 5 5 5  S I E F  6 . 3 2 7 9  S B .  1 s  
L l  E F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
1 . 0 0 5  BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 5  I N .  
YMRF - 6 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
1 . 1 9 9  ZMRF 6 . 0 0 5 0  I N .  
REFERENCE F l  LE SF€-AElO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEh 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L 1 + 0 1  ( ~ 4 5 1 0 2 1  33 n r ~  71 PAGF 5 
ANGLE BF ATTACK, ALPWAD DEGREES 
SIWIGL  MACH FARAMETAIC VALUES CEFERENCE INFOEPATION 
1 . 4 6 4  BETA 6 .  GGG SBEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S t 7 . I h  2 1 . 9 6 6  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 3 . 4 0 6  BAEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XHRF O . l G l 0  I N .  
a . e s o  Y # k F  - 0 . 9 4 5 0  I N .  
Z H E F  0.5G0G I N .  
REFECENCE F l  LE SFE-AERO-AAi SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E R C L '  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUHHANH33 LP+O11 QH451021 23 8 C T  71 PAGE 
10 










ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SIUBOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES 
G.603 BETA 6 . 0 5 0  
1.GG5 










0 . 3 2 7 9  SB.IEI 
6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
9 . 1 5 1 5  I N .  
0 . 9 4 3 5  1 ~ .  
0 . 5 5 5 5  I N .  
6 . 3 3 6 6  F E l i C E N  
HSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 L1+01 CA451021 23 OCT 7 1  PAGE 7 
--u 
h0 - 1 0  -16 -16 -Pt -PO - 8 - 6 - 4 - g 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 0 P O  I2 
ANGLE 8F ATTACK0 ALPHA, DEGREES 
M A C H  FAEAMETCIC V A L U E S  EEFEEENCE I N F O E M A T I O N  
1 .464  BETA 6 .000 SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S d . l i . 1  
1.966 LBEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
3 . 4 0 6  BREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMCF 5 . 1 5 1 5  I N .  
4 . 9 5 9  YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  i N .  
ZHAF G . 0 5 G O  I N .  
SCALE * . \ . y C  IEFEIENCE F I L E  SFE-AE60-AAE 7 - f i : .  
TWT 503 TIlILGRUMMANH33 LS+Ol Ck451021 23 BCT 7 %  q I G ~  8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAI DEGREES 
FARAHETIIC VALUES 
BE T A  6.000 
EEFECENCE FILE SFE-AEEO-AAE 
KEFERENCE INFURUATtON 
S R E F  0.3279 s e .  I N  
LEEF 0.6463 I N .  
BEEF 5.6463 I N .  
XURF 0.1010 I N .  - - 
YHRF - Gig430 I N .  
ZWRF 0.~000 I N .  
SCALE 0.3366 F E R C E N  
HSFC TWT 503 T I I I L G R U M M A N H 3 3  L1+01 (A451021 23 OCT 7 1  PAGE 9 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY V P I I  b/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
,90 -18 1 4  -18 -10 - 0 - 6 - 4 - 2 O 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 P O  1 2  
ANGLE OF ATTACK0 ALPHA, DEGREES 
MACH FAPAMETRIC VALUES REFEKENCE I N F O R H A T l O N  
1.464 BETA 6 . 0 6 0  SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
1 . 9 6 6  LREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF G . 6 4 6 3  3 . 4 8 0  I N .  XHlF G . 1 5 1 5  I N .  
4 .959  Y W R F  - 0 . 9 4 3 5  I N .  
ZURF O.GGOO I N .  
SCALE 7 . 3 3 6 5  P E E : E  
PEFEEEWCE F I L E  SFE-ALBO-IAE 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUPlMAMH33 L l + ( a l  CA451021 23 OCT 71 P.AGE 1 0  
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FARAWETRIC VALUES 
BE TA 6 . 0 0 0  
CEFEEENCE F I L E  SF€-AEEO-AAE 
C TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S ~ E F  0 . 3 2 7 9  s e .  ~ k  
LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 6 . 1 5 1 0  I N .  
YMPF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZNRF 0 . 0 0 0 5  I N .  
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  F E C C E N  
CA451021 2 3  OCT 71 PAGE 1 1  
MSF 
LOMGI TUBINAL STABILITY V I I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACR 
! e ~  -18 -16 -14 -12 -90  - 0  - 6  - 4  - e  o o o o o z 4 6 e 10 I r  
ANGL.E OF A T  TACK0 ALPHAo DEGREES 
M A C H  F A C d W E T k I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O C H A T I O N  
1 . 6  BETA 6.GGf SCEF 0.3279 S Q . I Y  
1.966 LREF 0.6463 I N .  
3 . 4 8 G  BREF 0.6469 I N .  XMRF 0.1GlG I N .  
6.999 YMkF - 0.9439 I N  
LMRF G.0IiGO I N .  
EEFEPENCE F I L E  SFE -AEQO-dAf SCALE 'J 3 S h .  = E E C I E  
TWT 593 TIIILGRUMHANH33 bl40l (A451021 23 BCT 71 =ACE l ?  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L1+01 CA451021 23 OCT 7 1 PAGE 13 
YSF 
1 .t 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY V l 1 I LIH-33 PIGGYBACK 
1 .o 
0 . 8  
0.6 
0 -4  





ANGLE BF ATTACKe ALPWAD DEGREES 
MACH F A E A U E T P I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O P U A T I O N  
1.464 E T A  6.500 SREF 0.3279 S O .  Iti 
1.966 L k E F  5 . 6 4 6 3  : N .  
3.48fi B k E F  5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMliF G . l O 1 G  I N .  
4 . 9 5 9  YURF - 5.9435 I N .  
ZHkF fi.655c 
- - 
I N  
SCALE 1. . 6.; - ?  * PEFEEENCE F I L E  SFE-AERO-AAS . - .r: , 
'C TWT 563 TIIILGWUI'SWANH33 L19Q1 CA4%%021 23 ClCY 71 s -  A ? = ?  , ,-- 1 C 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
S Y M ~ O L  n ~ c n  FARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 . 5 9 6  BETA G.0130 
0 . 9 9 8  
REFEEENCE F I L E  SFE-AERO-AAE 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5 . 3 2 7 9  s e .  IN 
LREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMPF 13.1010 I N .  
Y M R P -  G . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0.06013 I N .  
SCALE 13.3366 FEi iCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 C 1 + 0 1  ~ ~ 4 5 1 0 7 1  23 n r ~  71 PAGF 1 ~i 
--- 
'NI ~9b9.i 3381 
VI'BS 6LZE.G 338s 
t o o  
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
s l l l 8 O L  WAC9 F A I A M E T R I C  VALUES 




CEFEEENCE F I L E  SFE-AEIO-AAE 
REFERENCE INFOIH 
SkEF 0.3279 
L I E F  0.6463 
BREF 5.6463 
X WRF 5.lOlG 
YWRF - 0.9435 
ZWRi 5.5000 
SCALE 5.3366 
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 563 T I I ILGRUMMANH33  CA451071  23 BCT 71 PAGE 17 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TI11 L/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FARAMETfiIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 








0 . 3 2 7 9  s e . 1 ~  
0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
0 . 5 0 0 0  I N .  
f i . 3 3 F j  F.EBCE\' 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUHMANW33 C % + 0 1  [A451071 23 OCT 71 
TUBIMAL ! 
- l P  -10 - 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
STHBGL MACH FARAHETPIC VALUES REFEEENCE INFORHATION 
0 . 3 9 6  B E T A  5 . 5 0 0  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  B 0 . 9 5 3  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 . 9 9 8  BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWRF 0 . 1 0 1 5  I N .  
lWRF - 0 . 9 4 3 6  I N .  
1 . 1 9 9  ZUEF 0 . 5 0 6 6  I N .  
PEFESENCE F l  LE SF€-AERG-AAE SCALf 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUHMANH33 C l + Q I  (A451071 23 OCT 71 PAGE 19 
10 




























-eO -80 -16 - i 4  - l o  -iO - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 1 0  1 2  
ANGLE OF ATTACK,  ALPHA, DEGREES 
SlMBOL MACH F A C A M E T I ~ I C  VALUES REFECEHCE I N F O R M I T I O N  
1 . 4 6 3  BETA G . G t C 1  SFEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  2 1 . 9 6 6  LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 3.486  BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XHEF 0 . 1 0 1 5  I N .  0 4 . 9 5 9  YHRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHRF 0 . 0 0 5 0  I N .  
REFERENCE F I L E  SF€-AERO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E I C E E '  
MSFC TWT 503 T I I I L G W U M H A N W 3 3  C!+-O~ C A 4 5 1 0 7 1  23 BCT 71 PAGE 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
SYMBOL M A C H  FAEAMETCIC V A L U E S  REFERENCE IbFORHATIGN 
0 . 5 9 6  BETA G.GQG SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  5? 0 .963  LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I k .  
0 . 9 9 8  BEEF 8 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XHEi  0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  8 ::::: YWRF - 5 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  ZMEF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
EEFEIENCE F I L E  SFE-AEEG-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEh 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 C1+01 CA451071 2 3  OCT 71 PAGE 2 1 
10 


































o a a ? U -  
-PO - - 6  -14 -SB  -PO - 8  - 4  - 4  - e  o o o o o 2 4 6 0 1 0  1 2  
ANGLE OF A T T A C K 0  ALPHAo DEGREES 
SYMBOL WACH FARAMETEIC VALUES EEFEEENCE I N F 3 R H A T I 3 N  
1 . 4 6 1  BETA 0 . 5 5 0  SCEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ.Ih 
1 . 9 6 6  LFiEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 3 . 4 8 0  BCEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XHPF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  0 4 . 9 5 9  YMkF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMliF g . 5 5 5 c  I N .  
SCALE . 5 . 5 5  - - - R C E  \ 
REFERLNCE F I L E  SF€-AEIG-AAE 




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES 





EEFERENCE F I L E  SFE-AEPO-AAE 
REFERENCE I N F O R H A T I O N  
SCEF 5.3279 s e .  IN 
LREF 0.6463 I N .  
BEEF (i.6463 I N .  
X n R i  0.1010 I N .  
IMRF - 0.9435 I N .  
ZMRF 0.0D50 I N .  
SCALE 5.3366 FEPCEN 
MSFC TWT SO3 TIIILGUUMMANH33 ~ 1 9 0 1  CA451071 23 f l r T  71 P A W  71 
MSFC TWT 5G3 TIIILGRUMMAMH33 Cf 901  ~ ~ $ 5 1 0 7 1  23 m-r 73 'ACF 3 4 
MSF 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.  ALPHA.  DEGREES 
W A C W  F A R A W E I R I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R H A T I G N  
G . 5 9 6  BETA 5 .  5 G 0  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SB.1'1  
5 . 9 0 3  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
G . 9 9 8  BEEF ' 3 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XWRF l i . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
1 . 1 6 5  I M R F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
1 . 1 9 9  ZHRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
REFEIENCE F I L E  SFE -AERO-AAE SCALt 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
C TWT 503 T I I I L G W U M M A N H 3 3  C l + O l  (A451071 23 OCT 71 PAGE 7 5 
MSF 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY T I  I I b/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
eo - 1  - 1 6  -a4 - i e  - 8 0  - r - e - 4 - B o o o o o z 4 6 e i o  i e  
ANGLE OF ATTACK0 ALPHA. DEGREES 
n ~ c n  FAEAWETEIC VALUES EEFEEENCE I N F C ~ R V A T I O N  
1 . 4 6 3  BETA 6.555 SFEF 0.3279 S B . I N  
1 . 9 6 6  LREF 5.6463 I N .  
3 . 4 8 G  BEEF 0.6463 I N .  XHRF 0.1015 I N .  
4 . 9 5 9  Y H R i  - 0.9435 I N .  
ZURF 5.9000 1 N .  
CEFECENCE F I L E  SCALE 0.3366 FERCEPJ SFE -AEEG-AAE 
TWT 503 TIIILGWUMHANH33 ~ l + 0 l  CA451071 23 8CT 71 PAGE 2 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
SIUBGL UACW FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R H A T l O N  
5 . 5 9 9  BETA 5 . 5 0 5  SliEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  B 5 . 9 5 3  S P . I N  LREF 0 . 6 4  6  3  I N .  
0 . 9 9 8  
EEFEKENCE F I L E  SFE -AERO-AAE 
BREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  IN. 
XWkF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
l H P F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZURF G . 5 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
HSFC TWT 5 0 3  TI I ILGWUMMANH~~ L3+01 (A45301 1 23 OCT 71 PAGE 27 
85 










-'%zQ -re -16 - la -na -10 - e  - 6  - 4  - 2  o o o o o a a e 8 10 i z  
ANGLE GF ATTACK, ALPHA0 DEGREES 
S ~ M B O L  MACH FACAMETIIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  2 ::::: BETA 0 . 5 5 0  SFiEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I h  
LCiEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 3 . 4 8 0  BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 9  I N .  X U R F  G . I G ~ G  I N .  
4 . 9 5 9  l H R F  - 6 . 9 4 3 5  I N .  
Z M R i  0 . 5 5 S Y  I N .  
REFERENCE F I L E  SF€-AEQG-dAE SCALE i . . l J 5 <  f E l - , .  . 
MSFC T V T  503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L3+0% EA453011 33 nrT 7i  J A . ? ~  3 &' 
ANGLE BF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
S T M B G L  M A C H  FACAHETEIC VALUES 2 ::;;; "'A 0 . 5 6 0  
0 . 9 9 8  
EEFEEENCE F I L E  SFE-AEEG-AAE 
REFERENCE INFOEMATION 
S ~ E F  0 . 3 2 7 9  s e . 1 ~  
LCEF 8 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X M l F  0 . 1 6 1 0  I N .  
r n t ~  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
z u r i r  0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FEECEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 CA453011 23 OCT 71 PAGE 29 
LONG I TUDINAL STABILITY T I  I I b/H-33 PlGGYBACK 
MACH 
1 . 4 6 2  
1 . 9 5 8  
3 . 4 8 0  
4 . 9 5 9  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
F A E A M E T R I C  VALUES 
BE TA G . G G O  
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SkEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ.11: 
LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 2 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 5 . 1 0 1 5  I N .  
YMCF - 0 . 9 4 3 5  IN. 
ZMRF 5 . 0 0 0 5  I N .  
SCALE c.3: j: " ~ 2 c $  , 
EEFERENCE F I L E  S F € - A E I O - A A E  
MSFC TWT 5C3 TIIILGRUHMANW33 L3+ 0 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
S ~ ~ B O L  M A C H  FAEAWETCIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O E H A  T I G N  
0 .599  BETA 5 . 5 5 5  SEEF 5 . 5 2 7 9  Sb.Ih 2 5.95,  LEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 .998  BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMRF 0 . 1 5 1 0  I N .  
I H E F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHEF 5 . 5 5 0 5  I N .  
EEFEEENCE F l  L E  SFE-AEEO-AIE S C l L Z  6 . 3 3 6 6  F E R C E I  
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 L3+01 (A453011 2 3  OCT 7 1  PAGE 3 1 
ANGL.E OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES' 
SYMBOL l a c w  FARAWETIIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPHATION 
1 . 4 6 2  BETA 6 . 5 5 0  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I h  
1 . 9 5 8  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 1 . 4 8 G  BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMkF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
4 . 9 5 9  YHPF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHRF 0 . 9 0 5 6  I N .  
IEFE IENCE F I L E  SFE-AEPO-AAE SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  FEGCE! 
MSFC TWY 5 9 3  TIIILGWUMf'lANH33 La+ 8 '1 [A453011 23 8CT  71 PAGE 3 2 





































%O - 2 8  -10 -14 -12 -10 - 0 - 6 
ITY T I 1 1  L/H. 
- 4  - 2  0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
SVIIBOL MACH F A E A H C T I I C  V A L U E S  CEFECENCE INFOEHATISN 
G.599 BETA 0 . 0 0 0  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  2 G.99, S C . I N  L I E F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
5 .998  B I E F  " . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
t . 5 9 9  
XWIF D . I G ~ G  I N .  
YWIF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
1 . 2 0 0  ZWIF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
PEFEIENCE F I L E  SFE-AEIO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIlILGRUMMANH33 L3+ 0 1 (A453011 2 3  OCT 71  PAGE 3 3 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TI11 b/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
90 -88  -16 -14 -18 -10 - 8  - 6  - 4  - Z  0 0 0 0 0 e 4 6 8 1 0  1 2  
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAo DEGREES 
WAEU FAPAMETPIC VALUES EEFEPENCE I N F O k M a T I C N  
1 .462  BETA 6 . 6 5 6  SPEF 6 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I h  
1 . 9 5 8  LkEF  5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
S . 4 8 G  BREF 13.6463 I N .  X#RF J.16113 I N .  
4 . 9 5 9  YWEF - 0 . 9 4 3 5  I N .  
ZWliF 5.613135 I N .  
IEFEPENCE F I L E  SFE-AEIO- IAE  SCALE 5 . 3 3 6 6  FEkCEN 
TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L3+ 0 1 [A453011 23 6CT 71 PAGE 34 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SlMSOL MACW FAEAWETR I C  VALUES EfFEkENCE INFOkUAT104 2 ::it: 0 . 0 0 0  SkEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I h  LfiEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
6 .998  BkEF 2 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMRF 6 . 1 5 1 0  I N .  $ ::::: YWIF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  ZMkF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
IEFE IENCE F I L E  SFE-AEPO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FEECEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L3+01 CA453011 23 OCT 71 PAGE 35 
LONG1 TUBIMAL STABIL % TY TI I I b/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
I 
ANGLE BF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
WACn FAEAWETEIC VALUES E E F E t E N C E  I N F O P H A T I O N  
1 .462  SET* G . 5 G O  SEEF G . 3 2 7 9  S8.IN 
1.958 LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
5 . 6 8 0  BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMRF 5 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
4 . 9 5 9  YHEF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE F1.3366 FEkCC EE FEEEMCE F l  LE SFE-AEPG-AAE 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUHMANH33 L3+01 bA453QIl 23 BCT 7 %  QAGE 3 6, 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.  ALPHA,  DEGREES 
MACH F A E A U E T P I C  VALUES 





EEFEEENCE F l L E  SFE-AEfO-AAE 
R E F E l E N C E  I N F C ~ t W A T I O N  
SCiEF 0.3279 S Q . I U  
LREF 0.6463 I N .  
BEEF 0.6463 I N .  
XHRF 0.151O I N .  
I H R F  - 0.9430 I N .  
ZMRF 0.0550 I N .  
SCALE 6.3366 F E R C E ~  
nSFC TWT 5 0 3  T I I I L G R U M M A N H 3 3  L 3 + 0 1  [ A 4 5 3 0 1 1  23 OCT 71 PAGE 37 
SYMBOL 
B 
ANGLE OF ATTACK0 ALPHA. DEGREES 
MACH F A I A W E T E I C  VALUES 
1 .462  BETA 5 . 0 5 5  
1 . 9 5 8  
3 . 4 8 5  
4 . 9 5 9  
EEFEEENCE FILE SFE-AERO-AAE 
REFERENCE I N F O P H A T I G N  
SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I h  
LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X U l F  5 . 1 5 1 0  I H .  
YHEF - 6 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF G . 0 0 5 0  I N .  
SCALE 5 . 3 3 6 6  F E l i C E N  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 L34 0 1 CA453811 23 OCT 71 PAGE 38 
SYMBOL MACH 




ANGLE BF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
FARAWETRIC VALVES 
BETA 6.555 






Z M R i  
SCALE 
0.3279 S B .  IN 
0.6463 IN. 
5.6463 I N .  
0.101 6 i ~ ;  
0.9430 IN. 
0.0050 I N .  
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  T I I I L G W U M M A N H 3 3  L3+01 C A 4 5 3 0 1 1  23 OCT 71 PAGE 3 9 
1.e 






































(L -G.4 Q 
0 
CO 
d $ -0.6 
-0 .8  
-1.0- @G - 8  -16 -11 -12 -10 - Q - e - 4 - e o o o o o s 4 6 o t o  1 2  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL M A C H  F A G A # E T P I C  VALUES EEFECENCE I N F O E H A T I O N  
1 . 4 6 2  BETA G . g m  S E E F  5 . 3 2 7 9  SB.IN 
8 . 9 5 8  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 9 . 4 8 6  BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XHRF 5 . 1 0 1 5  I N .  
4 . 9 5 9  I H R F  - 0 . 9 4 3 5  I N .  
ZHRF O . D f i 5 5  I N .  
REFEEENCE F I L E  SFE-AEIO-AAE SCALC 0 . 3 3 8 6  FEPCE 
MSFC TWY 503 TIIKLGWUMMANH33 L-39011 6A453013 23 OCT 7 %  PAGE sin 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
SlUBOL MACU FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORWATIGN 2 ::::: N T A  6.555 SPEF G.3279 S Q . I h  
LREF 0.5463 I N .  
G.998 BREF fi.6463 I N .  X M I F  0.1010 1 N .  8 ::::: YWRF - 0.9430 I N .  ZUPF G.OGGO I N .  
ELFEEENCE F I L E  SF€-AERO-AAE SCALE 0.3366 FEliCEN 
HSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L3+01 CA453021 2 3  OCT 71 PAGE 4 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK0 ALPHA, DEGREES 
M A C H  FARAUE r k l c  VALUES 
1 .464  BETA 6 . 0 5 0  
1 .975  
3 . 4 8 5  
4 . 9 5 9  
GEFEGENCE F I L L  SFE-AEkG-AAE 
REFERENCE INFORMA TlON 
SkEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S d . I h '  
LREF G . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
YMRF 6 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
- .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
S C A L t  0 . 9 3 6 i  FERCE:, 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGUUMMANH33 L3+01 [A453021 23 OCT 71 "ACE 4 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FACAHETRIC VALUES 
BE TI\ 6 . 5 0 0  
fEFEfENCE F I L E  SFE-AEIG-AAE 
SkiF 0.3279 S Q . I h  
LREF 0.6463 I N .  
BEEF '1.6463 I N .  
XHRF O.lOlG I N .  .... - .  
r n t ~  - 0.9430 I N .  
ZHRF O.5000 I N .  
SCALE 0.3366 FERCEN 






1 .464  
1 . S T 5  
3 .48G 
4 .958  
TWT 
ANGLE 
F l E A U E T I I C  VALUES 
BETA 6 . 0 0 0  





IA453Q21 23 OCT 
SKEF '2 .3279  
LEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  
BEEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  
XMEF 0 . 1 0 1 0  
YHRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  
ZMRP 0.0GGIi  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  
7 1 PAGE 
A T I O N  
se.1.v 
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
FEPCE\' 
4 a, 
W A C W  
G.6G0 
G.697 
0 . 9 9 8  
1 . 0 9 7  
1 . 1 9 6  
-15 -14 -iZ -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 
ANGLE BF ATTACK* 
FASAHETRIC VALUES 
BE T I  6 . 0 G 0  






SliEF 5 . 3 2 7 9  
LEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  
BEEF r i . 6 4 6 3  
x n l i ~  G . ~ G ~ G  
rWRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  
ZMEF 5 . 0 0 0 0  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  
TlON 
s e . I E i  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
FERCEN 
NSFC TWT 553 TIIILGWUMMANH33 1-39 01 ~~453021 73 m r ~  71 PAGF A 5 
MSFC 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY T 1 I I L/H-33 P I  GGYBAGK 
p Y ~ x . . P . . . I I ~  
h0 -86 -16 -I% -10 - P O  - 8 - 6 - 4 - O 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 1 0  1 2  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAo DEGREES 
MACH FARAMETkIC VALUES REFEPEhCE I N F O I # A T I O N  
1 .464  BETA 6 . 0 0 5  s k  EF  0 . 3 2 7 9  s e . 1 ~  
1.974 LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
9 . 4 Q G  BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XWRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
4 . 9 5 9  Y M R F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZWRF 0 . 5 0 0 0  I N .  
REFERENCE F l  bE SFE-AEIO-AAE SCdLE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEI. 
TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 h3+ 01 [A453021 23 BCT 71 PAGE 4 6 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY ? % I 1  L/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
ANGLE OF ATTACK0 A!.PHAe DEGREES 
SYM8GL MACH F A i i A W E T l l C  VALUES REFERENCE INFOCHATION 
0 . 6 5 0  B E T A  6 . 0 5 5  SREF 6 . 3 2 7 9  2 6 . 8 9 7  s e .  IC  LREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
G.998  BREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  i N .  XMRF 8 ::::: j . 1 0 1 6  I N .  YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 6  I N .  ZMRF 0.DOO0 I N .  
CEFEPENCE F I L E  SFE-AEPG-AAE SCALE O.3:66 FEliCEN 
MSFC PWT 503 T I I I LGRUMMANH33  L3+01 [A453021 23 BCT 71 PAGE 4 7 
ANGLE OF ATTACK0 ALPHA* DEGREES 
M A C H  FAPAUETPIC V A L U E S  
4 6  BETA 6 . 6 6 6  
1.97" 
3 . 4 8 0  
4 . 9 5 9  
REFERENCE F I L E  SF€-AERO-AIE 
REFERENCE INFOEHATION 
SECF G . 3 2 7 9  SB.1N 
LREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  1N .  
X M R F  L . 1 6 1 6  I N .  
I H R F  - G i g 4 3 0  IN. 
ZUkF 6.06GG I N .  
SCALE 8.33'16 FEECEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMPlANH34 L3+  Q 1 (A453Q21 23 QCT '71 PAGE 4 8 
HSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMflANH33 L3+01 (A453021 23 OCT 71 PAGE 4 9 
'NI 0000.!1 JYHZ 
-NI OEPS-D - ~rn~ 
'NI 0101'0 JBHX 
'NI E9P9.G 43Y8 
'NI E9P9.0 43111 
Y1'8S SLZC'O j311S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.  A L P H A *  DEGREES 
Srt48OL M A C H  F A C A U E T E I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O P M A T I C N  
G.6cJD BETA 6 .  G00 B 0 . 8 9 7  SREF 6 . 3 2 7 9  Sfi . IN LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
6.998 BREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XUEF ' 3 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  8 ::::: Y W I F -  0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  ZURF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
R E F E E E l C E  F l  LE SPE-AERO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 5 6 6  FEECEN 
MSFC TWT 503 T I I I L G R U M M A N H 3 3  (A453021 23 OCT 71 PAGE 5 1 
LONG1 TUDINAL STABIL I V Y  T I  I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
ANGLE 06 ATTACKe ALPHAo DEGREES 
M A C H  F A ~ A H E T ~ I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  
1 . 4 6 4  BETA 6 .GGG SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I h  
1 .975  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
3 . 4 8 0  BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMRF G . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
4 . 9 5 9  YMEP - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMEF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
lEFEEEHCE F I L E  SFE-AE6O-APE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMPlANH33 L3+ 0 1 CA453021 2 3  OCT 71 PAGE 5 2 
SYMBOL MACH 
6.60'3 g G.697 
0 . 9 9 6  8 ::::: 
MSFC TWT 
ANGLE 
FARAME TRI  C VALUES 
BE TA 6 . 0 5 0  
fiEFEfiEWCE F I L E  SFE-AEEO-AAE 
5G3 T I I ILGRUMMANY33  
OF ATTACK* 
1-3+01 
ALPHA e DEGREES 
CA453021  73 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 6 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I h  
LREF '3 .6463  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  ~ . - - . -  - - 
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
7 1 PAGF 52 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHAo DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH FARAMETEIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O P M A T I O N  
1 . 4 6 4  BETA 6 . g O C  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S e . I N  £? 1.975 LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 3 . 4 8 0  BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 5  I N .  0 a . s s r  YMRF - ~ . 9 4 3 5  I N .  
ZMRF 0. 0 5 5 5  I N .  
EEFEEEMCE F I L E  SCALE 5 . 3 3 6 6  F E l i C E N  SFE-AERO-AAE 























S Q . I N  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
F E R C E N  
CA451011 23 BCT 71 PAGE 5 5 
PI 































- Z ~ L L L  0 8 4  ! !Iw 6 0 10  2 2  
ANGLE 6F ATTACK, ALBWAo DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH F A l A W E T l I C  YhLUES REFEEEkCE INFOCHATION 
l . Z ( i 2  BETA G.GGG SEEF 0.3279 S Q .  It< 2 1 .464  LfiEF 0.6463 IN. 
0 1.961 BEEF 4 . 6 4 6 3  IN. X ~ E F  0.1510 IN. 
YMRF - 0.943G IN. 
ICRP G.GGOC IN. 
SFE-ALPO-AAE SCALE 1.3366 P E S C E  ' PEFEIEHCE F I L E  
MSFC TWT 503 T I I I L G R U M P l A M H 3 3  Lf+O'l [A45101 I 23 6 C T  71 &>AGE 5 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK0 ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL M A C H  FAEAMETEIC VALUES EEFEEENCE INFOfiHATION 
0 . 6 5 6  BETA 5 .  GG5 S R i F  0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . l h  2 0 . 9 6 1  LEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 1 .GO3 BEEF ' 1 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMRF 5 . 1 5 1 0  
1 . 0 9 )  I N .  lWRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMEF 0 . 5 0 5 5  I N .  
EEFEBENCE F I L E  SFE-AEfG-AAE SCALE G . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 1A451011 23 BCT 71 PAGE 57 
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA* DEGREES 
SYMBOL M A C M  FAEAMETRIC VALUES EEFERENCE INFORMATION 2 ;::= BETA 0 . 0 0 0  SCEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  5 8 . 1 ~  
LEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 1 . 9 6 1  BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMEP 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
Y M E F -  0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
REFESENCE F I L E  SFE-AEIO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT (A451011 23 BCT 71 PAGE 
10 







Pao -se -16 -a4 - i s  -10 - 6 - e - r - 2 o o o . 6 e i o  t i  
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA0 DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH FARAHETPIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  2 L3:: BETA G.OOG SREF G.3279 S Q . I K  
LREF 5.6463 I N .  
l . G G 3  BEEF 2.6463 I N .  XMRF J.1010 I N .  
YWRF - 6.9436 I N .  
ZU RF 6.6000 i N .  
EEFEIEWCE F I L E  SFE-AEIO-AAE SCALE 0.3366 FEliCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIKILGRUMPlANfi33 L1+81 (A451011 23 BCT 71 PAGE 59 
SYMBOL 








-"~i:\Cy::::  0 2 4  6 8 .- 10 1 9  
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA9 DEGREES 
* A C H  FAIAFIETRIC VALUES PEFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  
1 . 2 5 2  BETA 0 . 0 5 0  SEEF 6 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
1 .464  LREF G.6463  I N .  
1 . 9 6 1  BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  X M R F  0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YURF - 0 . 9 4 5 0  I N .  
ZMkF 0 . 5 0 0 9  I N .  
~ F E I E W C E  FILE SFE-AEIO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  PERCEH 
C TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 L1+01 CA451011 23 BCT 71 PAGE 60 
1 0  









 el'!'! 0 8 4  6 8 1 0  1 2  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
. MACH FAEAHETfiIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 . 6 G G  B E T A  G.G~,G SREF 0.3279 s e . 1 ~ 1  
G.9GI LREF G.6463 :N. 
1.0GS BREF 5.6463 I N .  XURF G.lOlG I N .  
1.091) YUkF - 0.9430 I N .  
ZURF G .  GOGO I N .  
IEFEREWCE F I L E  SFE-AEIO-AAE SCALE 8.3366 FERCEN 
'C TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 L1+01 (A451011 2 3  BCT 71 PAGE 6 1 
ANGLE BF ATTACK@ ALPHA. DEGREES 
SlRBGL M A C H  F A I A W E T R I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.002 BETA G.GGG SkEF 0.3279 S Q . I N  2 I.,.. LREF 0.6463 I N .  
0 I .96l BEEF 5.6463 I N .  XMRF 0.lGlG I N .  
YMRF - 0.9430 I N .  
Z M l F  ' 0.0000 I N .  
REFERENCE F I L E  SPE-AEEO-AAE SCALE 6.3366 FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 L1+81 CA451011 23 BCT 71 PAGE 62 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACU F A l A M E T f I C  VALUES P E F E ~ E ~ C E  I N F O l i H A T l O N  
G . 6 5 6  BETA G .  6 5 0  SCEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  5 0 . 1 ~  2 G.96, L l iEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 1.053 BREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 XHRF G . l G 1 0  1.098 I N .  YHkF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHkF 0 . 0 0 0 5  I N .  
IEFEREMCE F I L E  SF€-AEEO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E I C E N  
MSFC TWT 503 T I I ILGRUMMANH33  L1+01 (8451011 23 BCT 71 PAGE 63 
MSFC 
LONG I VUDINAL STABPL I V Y  T % I H biH-33 PIGGYBACK 
u!!r:?!~k+w4u4!!!u!!! v ! w ! ? !  !!!!w !eo -ie -16 -14 -nn -10 - c - r - 4  - 2 o o o O P ~  6 8 10 le 
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA, DEGREES 
MACH F A A A H E T P I C  VALUES kEFERENCE I N F O P M A T I O N  
1 .PO2 BETA 0.050 SREF 0.3279 S B . I N  
1.464 L k E F  0.6463 I N .  
1.961 BfiEF 0.6463 I N .  XMkF 0.1010 I N .  
YMRF - 0.9430 I N .  
ZMkF 0.0000 I N .  
KEFESENCE F I L E  SFE-AEfO-AAE SCALE 0.3366 FEkCEN 
TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANW33 ~ 1 4 0 1  C.Ad51011 23 OCT 7 1  PAGE 64 
MACH 
G . 6 0 0  
0 . 9 0 1  
1 . G 0 3  
1 .098  
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA0 DEGREES 
FARAWETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0 . 5 5 0  
REFERENCE F I L E  SFE-AEIO-AAE 
REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SB.IK 
LFiEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHRF 0 . 1 5 1 0  I N .  
YHRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHRF 0 . 0 0 6 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5C3 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L1401 CA451011 23 OCT 7 1  PAGE 65 
1.8  





































-95 -18 -16 -14 -18 -10 - 8  - 6  - 4  - Z  0 0 0 0 2 4  6 8 10 1 2  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH F A I A M E T P I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R M A l l 3 N  
1.Z82 BETA G . O G O  SCEF 0.3279 S Q . I h  2 A.464 LREF 0.6463 I N .  
0 1.961 BkEF 5.6463 I N .  XMRF 0.1016 I N .  
Y M R F -  G.9430 I N .  
Z ~ R F  0.0GGG I N .  
REFERENCE F I L E  SFE-AEBO-AAE SCALE 0.3366 FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5C3 T I I I L G R U M M A N H 3 3  CA451011 23 BCT 71 PAGE 66 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA0 DEGREES 
SIUBGL UACM F A E A M E T I I C  VALUES 9 :::;: E T A  G.GGG 
1  . G O 3  8 1 . 6 9 8  
REFERENCE F I L E  SFE -AEEO-AAE 
EEFERENCE INFGRMATIGN 
S I E F  0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I h '  
LREF 0 . 6 4 5 3  I N .  
BREF 9 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 6 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMlF - 0 . 9 4 3 5  I N .  
ZIl RF 6 . G 5 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 L1+01 tA451011 23 OCT 71 PAGE 67 
1 .t 
LONGITUDINAL SVABIL I T Y  TH I I b8H-33 PIGGYBACK 
V) 
m 








































-0 .8  
-1.0  ::: : ! : : 4 
- 2 ~  - 1 8  -PQ -84 -88 - 8 0  - 0  - 6  - 4  - P  o o o o e r 6 8 ID l e  
ANGLE 6F ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
SYMBOL M A C H  FAEAHETEIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
1.2~2 BETA 6 . ~ 6 5  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  s e . ~ p i  2 1 . 4 6 4  LREF ( i . 6463  I N .  
0 1 . 9 6 1  BEEF d . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XYEF G. lO1G I N .  
- .  
r u a i -  ~ i 9 4 3 o  IN .  
ZUEF 5 .G000  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FEkCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUHMANH33 ~ 1 9 0 1  CA45101 I 23 BCT 71 PAGE F; 8 
UACH 
G.897 
9 . 9 9 1  
1 . G S I  
t . e o z  
1 . 4 6 2  
1.968 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA9 DEGREES 
F A P A M E T P I C  VALUES 
BETA 6 . 9 6 5  
I E F E S E N C E  F I L E  SFE-AEfO-AAE 
REFERENCE l N F O R M A T I O N  
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF v . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWRF G. lGlG IN. 
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 G  I N .  
ZMRF G.GGO6 I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E R C E N  
MSFC TWT 503 TJIJLGRUMMANF?~ rl +nl r r e q i n a ~  32 nrr  9 1  D ACC E o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA0 DEGREES 
SYMBOL M A C H  FARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
5 . 8 9 7  BETA 6 . 0 G t  SLEF G . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . 1 &  2 0.991 LFiEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
1 . 0 9 7  BREF 2 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  8 X WEF 0 . 1 0 1 5  I N .  YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
1 .462  ZMRF 5 . 0 0 5 9  I N .  
n SFE-AEPo-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 1.960 I E F E C L N C E F l L E  
MSFC TWT 5C3 TIIILGRUHMAWW33 tA451081 23 OCT 71 PAGE 70 
WACM 
0.897 
0 .991  
1.597 
1.252 
1 .462  
1 .968  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FAEAMETfiIC VALUES 
BETA 6 . 0 0 0  
CEFESEYCE F I L E  SFE-AEIO-AAE 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 C l + O ¶  
CEFECENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  
SELF 0 . 3 2 7 9  5 8 . I N  
LEEF 9 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BkEF C . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMliF G . l G 1 0  i ~ .  
YHtF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHCF 0 . Q 5 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F ~ R C C N  
[A451081 23 BCT 7 1  PAGE 7 1 
MSFC TWT 503 TII~LGWUMMANW33 (8451081 23 BCT 71 PAGE 72 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA*  DEGREES 
SYWBGL WACU FARAWETPIC VALUES 
6.GG0 2 G.897 6 . 9 1  B E T A  
1.G97 8 ::::: 
b 1 . 9 6 0  IEFEIENCE F I L E  SF€-AEfiO-AAE 
REFERENCE INFGPUATION 
SliEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  s P . 1 ~  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
rNf?F - 0 . 9 4 3 0  IN - . - -  . .- . 
ZURF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  PERCEN 
MSFC TMT 503 T I I I L G R U M M A N H 3 3  C 1 + 0 1  ( A 4 5 1 0 8 1  23 8CT 7 1  PAGE 7 3 
0.991 
1.097 
1 .909  
l . 4 6 E  
t . 9 6 8  PEFEIEMCE F I L E  SFE-AEPO-AAE 
LEEF 9.6463 IN. 
BEEF 5.6463 IN. 
XUlF 0.1010 IN. 
YHEF - 0.9430 I N .  
LWEF 0.0000 I N .  
SCALE 0.3366 FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 563 TIIILGRUMMANH33 cll40l CA451081 23 OCT 71 PAGE 74  
SYMBOL MACH 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
F A E A H E T C I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O E H A T I O N  
- - -  
0 1.461 BETA G.GGG SREF 0.3279 S B . I l r  
LEEF 5.6465 I N .  
BEEF 5.6463 I N .  
XHFiF G.10lG I N .  
IMRF - 0.9430 I N .  
ZHRF 0.GD00 I N .  
SCALE 0.3366 FERCEN 
CA451051 23 OCT 71 PAGE 75 
I E F E E E N C E  F I L E  SFE-AECG-AAE 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 C ~ S ~ Z + O ~  
160 
















-"60,i"zib- - ~ i i ~ - ~ i i - ~ ~ i l i . . ~ i i - - - ; Q ~ : ~ b ; ~ ~ b ~ : ~ I : : ~ ; : ; - ; ~ - : ~ . = ~ '  o e 4 6 8 1 0  12 
ANGLE 6F ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
j L  MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES AEFEPENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  
1 . 4 6 2  BETA G.G55 SPEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ.1N 
LAEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMCF G . i D 1 0  I N .  
r n w  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMEF 0 . 0 5 D O  I N .  
REFERENCE F l  LE SFE -AEIO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FEPCEN 
MSFC TWT (A451051 23 8CT 71 PAGE 7 6 
LONGI TUDIMAL STABILITY TI I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, A L P H A *  DEGREES 
m a c n  FAEAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R H A T l O N  
1 . 4 6 2  BETA 5 . 6 5 6  
REFERENCE F I L E  SFE-AEEO-AAE 
SREF 6 . 3 2 7 9  SP.Ih' 
Ll iEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF G . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
- .  
XMRF 6 . l G l G  r N .--. . .- . 
YWEF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMEF 9 . 6 6 0 5  I N .  
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSF C TWT 503 T I I I L G R U M M A N Y 3 3  CIS12+01 CA451051 71 m r T  71 PACE 7 7 
ANGLE OF ATTACK*  ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH FAEAWETRIC VALUES PEFERENCE INFOPMATION 
0 1 . 4 6 1  BETA 6 . 0 0 0  SkEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
LEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMEF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMEF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZlCliF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
EEFEPENCE F I L E  SFE-AEEO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUHMANW33 CIS12+01 [A45:051 23 OCT 71 PAGE 7 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL uncn F A R A W E T R I C  V A L U E S  
0 1 . 4 6 2  BETA C.505 










fi.3279 S B . I t 1  
0.6463 I N .  
0 . 6 4 6 3  IN. 
G.lO1O I N .  
- 0.9430 I N .  
G.GG05 I N .  
6.3366 F E k C E N  
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUFlMANH33 ClS12+01 CA451051 2 3  OCT 7 1  PAGE 7 9 
90 -18 -16 -14 -it -d0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - t  0 P 4 6 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA# DEGREES 
MACH FARAWETRIC VALUES REFEEENCE INFORMATION 
1 . 6 6 2  B E T A  o . ~ r , r ,  SFEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  s e . 1 ~  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHRF 0 . 1 5 1 0  I N .  
lMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZURF 0 . 5 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN CEFECEYCE F I L E  SFE -AERO-AAE 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 ClS12401 CA451051 23 BCT 7 1  PAGE 80 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
srWBGL M A C #  F A R A H E T f I C  VALUES 
0 1 . 4 6 2  BETA 6 . 0 6 0  
EEFEEEWCE F I L E  SFE-AEEG-AAE 
REFERENCE I N F O E H A T I C N  







0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . 1 N  
0 . 6 4 6 3  ! N .  
P . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
0 . 9 4 3 5  i ~ .  
0 . 0 0 0 0  l k .  
0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIlILGRUMMANH33 C1S12+Ol (A451051 23 BCT 71 PAGE 8 1 
05 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY T l l l L/W-33 PIGGYBACK 
PO 








1 1 1 1 1 1 1  I r l  I I I ~ I I I  1 1  1 1 1  I I I I I  I I I I I I I I I  
0 2 4 6 8 1 0  1 2  
ANGLE OF ATTACK0 ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH FARAME TP IC  VALUES PEFEPENCE INFOCMATION 
0 1 . 4 6 P  BETA 6 . 0 5 5  SREF 5 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I L  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF ( i . 6463  I N .  
XMPF 13.1510 I N .  
Y M P F -  0.94313 I N .  
ZMEF 13.GGGrJ I N .  
SCALE 13.3366 FEkCEN AEFERENCE F I L E  SF€-AERCh-AAE 
MSFC TWT 563 TIIILGRUMMAMH33 ClSlZ+OI CA451061 73 nrT 71 PAGF ~7 
LONG1 TUDINAL STABILITY T I  % I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
1 . 4 6 2  BETA 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
F A E A Y E T E I C  V A L U E S  REFERENCE I N F O P Y A T I O N  
EEFEPEMCE F I L E  SFE-AEPO-AAE 
MSFC TWT 593 TISILGRUf'4PlANH33 ClS12+01 
SREF 6 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I h  
LREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XYRF 6 . 1 6 1 6  I N .  
rHRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  i ~ ;  
ZHRF 6 .  G605 I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
(A451061 2 3  BCT 71 PAGE 83 
6-33 PIGGYBACK 
- 0 0 4 6 8  10 l e  
ANGLE 6F ATTACK0 ALPHA. DEGREES 
SlW80L MACH FARAWETkIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
0 1 . 4 6 2  BETA 6 . 0 5 6  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . l t l  
LREF 0 . 6 4 i ?  I N .  
BEEF ' i . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XYEF O . l G 1 0  I N .  
YYRF - 13.9430 I N .  
ZHRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
REFERENCE F I L E  SFE-AEPO-AIE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 8  FEKCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIPILGWUMMANH33 ClSlZ+Bl CA451061 23 OCT 71 PAGE 84 
LONG1 TUDINAL STABILITY TI I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SrMBOL MACH FACAb4ETEIC VALUES CEFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1 . 4 6 2  BETA 6 . 0 0 0  
CEFECEtiCE F I L E  SFE-AEPG-AAE 
SkEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ.IN 
Ll iEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF G . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
Y M R F -  5 . 9 4 3 0  i ~ ;  
ZMiiF G . 9 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEh 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 ClS12+01 CA451061 23 8CT 71 PAGE 85 
SYMBOL I 
0 
MSFC TVT 503 TIIILGRUMMAMH33 ClS lZ+Ol  [A451061 23 BCT 71 PAGE 8 6 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY T I 1 1  L/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
. . . . . - . . 
PO -ao  -86 - la -12 -10 - r - 6 - 4 - 2 P I 6 8 l o  - iP 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAD DEGREES 
51MBOL MACW FARAWETCIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R H A T I O N  
0 1 . 4 6 2  BETA 6 . 0 0 0  SAEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ. IE;  
LAEF 13.6461 I N .  
BREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YHRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 5 3 6 6  FERCEN EEFEEENCE F l  LE SFE-AERG-AAE 
MSFC TWT 5C3 TIIILGRUMMANH33 C l S 1 2 + 0 1  ( A 4 5 1 0 6 1  23 OCT 71 PAGE A 7  
1 .L 
LONG1 TUDIMAL STABIL IVY T l  I P b/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
V) 
m 










































-eo - 8 0  -16 - ~ 4  -18 -18 - 8 - 6 - 4 - o o a 6 t o  IP 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAe DEGREES 
L 1 1 8 0 L  MACH FAIAWETRIC VALUES REFEPEtiCE lNFOlWATlON 
0 1 . 4 6 2  BETA 6.6135 SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B .  I N  
LREF 13.6453 I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
Y -  0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZnkF 13.0005 I N .  
EEFEREWCE F I L E  SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  SF€-AECO-AAE FEkCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUHMAMW33 ClSlZ+Ol (A451061 23 OCT 71 PAGE 88 
FACANE T C I C  VALUES 
BE TA 6 . 0 0 0  
MACH NUMBER 
PEFEEEECE I N F O E h A T I O N  
SEEF G . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
LPEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X M ~ F  0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YHRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHPF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE G . 3 3 6 6  FEECEN CATA U l S ? .  COCE GCF 




































0 . 0  






































0 . 3  
MACH NUMBER 
FARAMETPIC VALUES kEFEIENCE INFORkiATION 
BE 1.4 6 . 0 5 0  SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWRF 0 . 1 5 1 0  I N .  
IWRF - 0 . 9 4 3 5  I N .  
ZWRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
C A T 4  M I S T .  CGCE GCF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  PERCEN 
MSFC TWT 583 TIIIbGWUHMANH33 L1+0% - C0451021 0 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 91 
F A I A M E  TE IC  VALUES 
BE TA 6 . 0 0 0  
C A T 1  H I S T .  COEE 6CF 
MSFC TWT 503 TlIILGRUWHANH33 
MACH NUMBER . 
REFEPENCE INFOPMATION 
SkEF 0 . 3 Z 7 9  S 8 . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X M R F  O . ~ G ~ D  IN.  
lMRF - 0 . 9 1 3 0  I N .  
ZWGF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  PERCEN 
CD451021 04 FEB 72 PAGE 9 2 
FARAWETBIC VALUES 
BETA 6.G5G 
CATA H I S T .  COCE GCF 






X M ~ F  
K M l F  - 
znkF  
SCALE 
CD45J 021 84 FEB 72 
0.3279 S P . l h  
0.6463 I N .  
2.6463 I N .  
0.101~ i ~ ;  
6.9435 I N .  




BETA 6 .  0 0 0  
CAT& H I S T .  COCE 6CF 
REFEkENCE INFORMATION 
- 
LREF p i 6 4 6 3  IN: - 
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X l k F  0 . 1 0 1 0  IN. 
Y l k F  - 0 . 9 4 5 0  IN. 
Z l R F  0.OOOO I N .  
SC4LE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
HSFC TWT 563 TIIILGRUMMANW33 L1+81 (0451021 04 FFR 73 PAW 9 4 
1.0 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TI I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK ALPHA OR CN = 0.0 
BETA 
FAPAUE T I I C  VALUES 
6.0'3G 
CATA H I S T .  COCE GCF 
,MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 
MACH NUMBER 
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BkEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWRF 0 .1 '310  I N .  
YHkF - 0 . 9 4 1 0  I N .  
ZMRP 6 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SC 4 LE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E l i C E N  
C 0451 02 I 04 FEB 72 PAGE 95 





FAkAMBTbtlC V ~ U E S  
BETA 6 . 0 0 0  
CdT4  H I S T .  COCE 6CF 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  s e . 1 ~  
 REF 0 . 6 1 6 3   IN.^ 
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  . 
XHRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
Y H R F -  0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 .  OGOG I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEh 
MSFC TWB 583 TIIILGRUMMANW43 ~ j + Q l  C0451021 04 FEB 72 PAGE 96 
MACH NUMBER 
F A ~ A W E T E I C  VALUES ' 






ZHRF G ; O O G O  
SCALE 0.3366 
S Q . I h '  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
FEECEN 
MSFC TWP SO3 TI I ILGRUMPIANY33 1,1+01 C0451021 04 FFR 77 PAGF 7 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BE TB 6 . 0 0 0  










0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ.18  
0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
~ ; 9 4 3 0  i ~ ;  
0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUHMANH33 L1+01 (0451 021 04 FEB 72 PAGE 98 
8 . 0  
LBNGIVLIBIWAL SVABPLBVY TII I[ L/#-33 PIGGYBACR ALMA OR CN = 8.8 
MACH NUMBER 








I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
PERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 T I I I LGBUMMANH~~ ~ 1 9 0 1  - i0.451 Q21 04 FEB 72 PAGE 99 
MACH NUMBER 
FAGPIETCIC  VALUES 
ee TA G.GGG 
c a r 4  MIST. COCE GCF 
HSFC TWT 583 TIIILGWUMNAMW33 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SCEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  1 4 .  
BREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 .1 '310  I N .  
YHRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMCF 0.GOGO I N .  
SCALE 0 . 1 3 6 6  FERCEN 






SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ.1N 
LREF G . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 1 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHRF O.1GlG I N .  
I H R F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 ; 0 0 ~ 5  IN. 
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
HSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUHMANH33 C1+01 [0451071 0 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 101 
HSFC TVT 583 TIHIbGRUHMANH33 C1401 (0451 071 04 FEB 72- WGE 102 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAWETEIC VALUES 
BE TA 0 . 0 0 0  
REFERENCE INFGRMATlOk 
SBEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  IN. 
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF G.101'3 I N .  
I H R P  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  IN .  
ZNRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  i ~ ;  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
(0451 071 04 FEB 72 PAGE 103 
MACH NUMBER 
FABAWETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.0GG SkEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X#RF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF G . 0 5 0 0  I N .  
CATA H I S T .  CWC GCF SCALE G.3366 FEPCEN 
YWT 503 TIIILGRYFliMANW33 . Cl+01 (0451 071 04 FEB 72 PAGE 104 
LONGITUBINAL STABILITY TI I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK ALPHA OR CN = 0.0 
C f I 1 f ! . ! f ! f ! ! f t I f I , ' ! ! ! i I f f ! f ! C + - d f f I I ! f ! i ! ~ I f ~ ~ ! ! I f f I  
MACH NUMBER 
FABAME T E l C  VALUES 
B t  TA 0.G0G 
CATA H I S T .  COCE GCF 
REFERENCE 
S R E i  6 .  
LREF G. 
BREF 0 .  
X U R P  0. 
YMRF - 0 .  
ZMRF 0 .  
SCALE 6 .  
I N F O R H I  T I O N  
3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
6 4 6 3  I N .  
5 4 6 3  I N .  
1 0 1  G I N .  
9 4 3 0  I N .  
OOOG I N .  
3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUPlMANH33 ~ l 4 0 l  C0451071 0 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 105 
MACH NUMBER 
F A I A U E T C I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORMA T l O N  
6E TA 0.00G SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  1 N .  
XRRF u . l G l G  I N .  
l R R F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZRRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
C1TA M I S T .  C W E  CCF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FFRCEN 
ISFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 (0451 071 04 FEB 72 PAGE 106 




CAT.4 M I S T .  
G.GG(l 
COCE GCF 
SiiEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ. IN  
LEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XURF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
Y#@F - 0 . 9 4 3 0  i ~ ;  
Z # R F  0.00OD I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMNANW33 C1+01 C0451071 04 FEB 72 PAGE 107 
HACW NUFIBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BEPA 0 . 0 0 0  SREF 0 . 3 1 7 9  S Q . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4  6  3  I N .  
BREF r . 6 4 6 3  IN. 
XMRF G . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
VMRP - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0.OOOG I N .  
CATA M I S T .  COCE C C f  SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  P E ~ C E N  
MSFC TWT 583  TIIILGRUMPlANH33 C l + Q l  to451 071 04 FEE 72 PAGE 108 
MACH NUMBER 
F A E A M E T E I C  VALUES 
BETA 0 . 0 0 0  
C A T A  M I S T .  COCE 6 C F  





l R R F  - 
ZWRF 
S Q . I N  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  F ~ E C E U  
MSFC TWV 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 C1+01 C0451071 04 FEB 72  PAGE 109 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY T I  I l $/H-33 PIGGYBACK ALPHA CN 0-0 
MACH HLIPlBEW 
FARAHETRIC VALUES 
BET& 0 .000  
C P T A  nxsT.  COCE G C F  
HSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUHHANH33 
IEFEIENCE INFORWITION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  s e .  IN 
LRE F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XYRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
Y W R F -  0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZnRF 0 . O G O G  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 5 3 6 6  FL ICEN 





































































BE TA 0 . 0 0 0  
MACH NUMBER 
CATA N I S I .  COCE GCF 
REFERENCE INFOPMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  $ @ . I N  
LREF 8 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWRF 0.1(110 IN .  .-.- 
Y W R ~  - 6 . 9 4 3 0  i ~ ;  
ZWRF 0 . 0 0 8 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN - . 
MSFC TWT 583 TIIILGWUMHANH33 L3+01 (045301 I 04 FEE3 72 PAGE 112 
LONGITUDINAL STARPLPTY TI I I t/W-33 PI66YBACH ALPHA OR CN = 8,8 
MACH NUMBER 
FAI?ARETCIC VALUES 
BE T I  G.0'20 
CATA H I S T .  COCE GCF 
REFERENCE I N F O R H A T I O N  
SREF '2.3279 S Q . I N  
LREF 0.6463 I N .  
BREF 0.6463 I N .  
XHRF G.lO1O I N .  
YMRF - G.9430 I N .  
ZHkF G.0G0G I N .  
SCALE 0.3366 FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 583 TIIIhGRUMMANW33 C045301 I 04 FEB 92 PAGE 113 
MACH NUMBER 
F A @ d H E T R I C  VALUES 
B E T A  G.050 
EEFEPENCE INFGRMA710W 
Si iEr  0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
L l E F  13.6463 I N .  
B l E F  0.6463 I N .  
XHRF 0.lGl0 I N .  
Y H C F -  5.9450 I N .  
Z M l F  0.000G I N .  
SCALE 13.3366 FERCEN 
MSFC TWT '583 TIIILGRUHHAWH33 (045301 I 04 FEB 72 PAGE 114  
MACH NUMBER 
FABAUE T 8 I C  V A L U E S  
OlL ? A  0 . 0 0 5  
C A T A  M I S T .  COCC 6CF 
REFERENCE INFORUA l lON,  ' 
SRE? 0 . 1 8 7 9  SP.IN 
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 1  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 1  I N .  
XURP 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
Y H R F -  6 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZWRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 1 1 6 6  PERCEN 
MSFC VWT 593 T11IbGRUHMANW33 C845401 I 04 FEB 72 PAGE 1 1  5 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TI I l LiH-33 PIGGYBACK ALPHA 04 CH = 8,O 
MACH NUMBER 
FACAMETRIC VALUES LEFEECNCE INFORMATION 
8~ TA G.GGG $REF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BfiEF 0 , 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
Y M R F -  0 . 9 4 3 0  1M. 
ZMfiF G. 0 6 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN CATA M I S T .  COCE 6CF 
.C TWT 503 TIIILGRUHPlANH33 C045301 I 04 FEB 74 PAGE 116 
1.1 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TI H l b/W-33 PIGGYBACK ALPHA OR CN = 0.0 
n 
0 









































m g 0.e 
0.1 
_J 
o ~ ~ . ~ e ~ l ~ r r " r r * r r ~ ! ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ L 1 ! ! i ' ! ~ ~ ~ L 1 f J 1 f f ~  0.5 1 - 0  t -5 0.0 0.5 3 .0  3 . 5  4 . 0  4.5 5 . 0  
MACH NUHBEW 
FACAWETRIC VALUES CEFECENCE INFORMATION 
BE Tb t.OOO SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHRF 0 . 1 6 1 5  I N .  
YWPF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF O.OGG5 I N .  
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
C0453011 64 FEFa72 - PAGE 117 
CATA M I S T .  CGCE GCF 
MSFC TWT 583 TIIILGWUMHANH33 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAMETRlC VALUES 
BETA 0 . 0 0 0  
C A T 4  M I S T .  COCE bCF 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ.IN 
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  . .. 
 REF 0 . 6 4 6 3  IN. 
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF - 6 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZRRF 0 ; 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 .3366  FERCEN 
nSFC T w V  503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L 3 + O l  . (045301 I 04 FEB 72 PAGE 1 18 
F A G A W E T I I C  VALUES 
BETA G . G G G  





YMl iF  
YHCF - 
Z#kP 
S C A L E  
S Q . I N  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
FEECEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L3+01 CD453011 Q 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 119 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TI  l l LBW-33 PH66YBACR ALPHA OR CN = 0.0 
FPIQWETfiIC VALUES 
BE 14 G.GGG 
CATA N I S P .  COCE 6 C F  
MSFC TWT'  503 TI%%LGWUHMANW33 L3+011 
MACH NUMBER 










0 . 3 2 7 9  
0 . 6 4 6 3  
0 . F 4 6 3  
0 . 1 0 f G  
0 . 9 4 3 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0  
0 . 3 3 6 6  
PAGE 
S B . I N  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
FERCEN 
120 
4 . 0  





F A l A W E T R l C  VALUES 
6 .  GOO 
CATA M I S T .  COCE GCF 
MSFC TVT 503 TIIILGRUMHAMW33 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ. I N  
LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWRF G . l G i 0  I N .  .--. .-- 
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 5 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FEliCEN 
04 FEB 72 PAGE 121 
F A l A R E T P I C  VALUES 
BE T I  6 . 0 0 0  
MACH NbtWBEf? 
R E F E R E N C E  I N F O R U h T I O N  
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 s  SQ.IN 
L C E F  0 . 6 4 6 3  IN. 
BEEF 0 . 5 4 6 3  I N .  
i n i ~  o . i o i C  i ~ i  
Y U k F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  IN. 
Z U C F  0 . 0 0 0 0  IN. 
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E C C E N  
WSFC TVT 503 TIIILGRUMMAMWS3 L4401 C0453021 04 FEB 72 PAGE 122 
MACH NUMBER 
FASAMETPIC VALUES EEFEPENCE INFORMATION 
BE T b  6.000 S R E i  6 . 3 2 7 3  S 8 . I N  
LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 9.6463 1 % .  
XRRP 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
rWRF - C . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZWRF 0 . 5 6 0 5  I N .  
CATA HlS.1 .  COCE 6 C F  SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  FE4CEN 
HSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 L34 0 1 CD453021 84 FEB 72 PAGE 123 
SHEF 0 . 5 2 7 9  S B . I k  
LREF G.C463 I N .  
BREF G . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X M ~ F  b. lO1G IN.  
C l l k  W l t l .  SOCE 6CF 
HSFC TWT 503 TPIILGRUflMANW33 
.-.
Y M ~ P  - g . 9 4 3 0  I N ;  . 
ZMIF 0 . 5 C G 5  I N .  
SChLE 0 . 3 3 6 6  PERCEN 
C0453021 04 FEB 72 PAGE 124 
1s 
LONGIVUBIMAL STABILITY T I  I I L/W-33 PIGGYBACK ALPHA (jR CM = 0. Q 
MACH NUMBER 
FAEARETS I i  VALUES 
M T I  6 . 0 0 0  
CATA H I S T .  COCE GCF 










0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
L . 1 0 1 6  I N .  , 
0 . 9 1 3 5  I N .  
G . 5 5 0 5  I N .  
5 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
C0453021 04 FEE 72 PAGE I25 
bBNGI%UO%NAL STABILITY TBP H kPH-33 PIGGYBACK ALPHA OR CN = 0, Q 
POACH NUMBER 
FARIHETfiIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 6.0GG SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ. IN  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 5 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YYRP - ' 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
CAT! n l s r .  COCE G C F  SCALE . 6 . 3 3 6 6  FEECEN 
:C TWT 503 TIIILC%hlHPFIAMH34 L3481 (045302) 84 FFR 77 PAGF 17C 
L.0 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TI I I L/W-33 PIaYBACN ALPHA OR CN = O e O  
MACH NUMBER 
F A I A U E T C I C  VALUES 
BE TA 6 .000 
C A T A W I S T .  COCE CCF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SELF 






S P . I N  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
FERCEN 
C0453021 04 FEB 72 PAGE 127 
1.1 
L&i%ITaINAL STABILITY T I  l H  L/H-33 PI66BAa AbWA OR CN = 0,O 
FAtiAWE TllC VALUES 
BETA 6.000 S'CF 9 . 1 2 7 9  SQ.IN 
i l E F  0.6463 iY. 
BEEF '>.6*03 IN .  
X W ~ F .  J.191G IN. 
VNR.? - 0 .Y4S9  IN. 
ZWRP 0.OJti9 I N .  
SCALE 6 . 5 3 6 s  i E P C E N  
:C TWT 503 TI11LGRuHMANH33 L 3 + Q 1  CD453021 04 FEB 72 PAGE 128 
F A R a M E T R I C  VALUES 
e~ r~ 6 .  O C G  
MACH NUMBER 
R E F E R E N C E  I t i F O R Y A T I O N  
S R E F  0 . 3 2 7 9  . iQ . IN  
L R E F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
6 R E F  0 . 6 6 6 3  I N .  
XMRF G.lOlG IN. 
MSFC TWT 
C A 7 A  WlST. COCE CCF 
503 TIIILGRUMMAMH33 
. .~ - .  - 
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I h .  
ZWRF O . ' J t G O  I N .  
SCALE 0.1:66 F E I C E N  
L3+ 0 1 C0453021 04 FEB 72 PAGE 129 
MACH NUMBER 
F I R A W E T R I C  VALUES REFEPENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  
RE TA 6.000 SREF 0.3279 se.  IN 
LREF 0.6463 I N .  
BREF 6.6463 I N .  
XMRF 0.1010 I N .  
lWRF - 0.9430 I N .  
ZMRP 0.OOGO I N .  
CATA M I S T .  COCE CCf SCALE 0.3366 FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503  TIIILGRUMMANW33 L3+01 C8453021 04 FEB 7 2  PAGE 130 
FASAMETGIC VALUES 
BE Td 6 . 0 0 0  
C A T 4  M I S T .  C m E  6CF 
503 TH%PLGRUMHANW33 
PEFERENCE INFORMATION 
SkEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
LPEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWIF 0 . 1 0 1 t  I N .  . .. 
Y#PF - 6 . 9 4 3 0  i ~ ;  
ZWRF 0  0 0 6 0  I N .  
SCALE 0?3366  FERCEN 
FEB 92 PAGE 131 
LBNGIVUDBNAL STABILITY BHII LBH-33 PIGGYBACK ALPHA OR CM = 0.0 
F 4 1 A R E T E I C  VALUES 




SfiEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
- - - -  ~- 
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  Z N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
I M R F -  0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FEPCEN CAT4 M I S T .  COCf 6 C F  
HSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANW33 C8451011 0 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 132 
MACH MUNBEW 
FASAWETPIC VALUES 
B E T A  5.090 
CAT*  M I S T .  CGCE 6 C F  
6EFERENCE INFOPMATION 
SREF 6 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
LPEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X M I F  0 . 1 5 1 0  I N .  
~ M R F  - t . 9 4 ~ 0  IN. 
Z#PF O.Gri00 I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUHHANW33 L14QP C8451011 Q 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 133 
a 
P.0 









































F I R I U E T P I  C VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  
e% TA G .  GGG SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
LREF '1 .6463 1'4. 
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0.1GlG I N .  
l l R F  - 6 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
1 ZWRF 0 . 0 0 6 0  I N .  
C A T A  MIST. COCE GCF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIIbGWUMMANW33 ~ 1 4 0 1  C0451011 0 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 134 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TIII L/W-33 PPGGYBACH ALPHA 8R CN =.€LO 
- .  
MACH NUMBER 
F A S A E E T 6 I C  VALUES PEFEEENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0 . 5 0 0  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
LEEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 5 4 6 3  I N .  
XWSF G . 1 5 1 0  I N .  
YMkF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHSF 0 . 0 0 G 0  I N .  
C A T A  M I S T .  COCE GCF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN . 
MSFC TMT 503 TIIILGWUHHANH33 (045% 08 I Q4 FEB 72 PAGE 135 
1 a 
LONGP'VUDBNAL STABILITY TI I H hi#-33 PIGGYBACK AQWh OR CM = 0,O 
MACH NUMBER 
FABAWGTPSC VALUES 
a TA 0 . 0 0 0  
CATA H I S T .  COCE GCF 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 Z 1 9  S Q . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 .C463  I N .  
X # I P  0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
(0451 01 I 04 FFB 72 PAGE 136 
FAC7cllETCIC VALUES 
BETA 0. G l O  
8.4 FEB 





7 2 PAGE 
S B . I N  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
FECCEN 
1 .O 
















































F A R A M E T I I C  VALUES 
BETA 0 . 0 0 0  
C ~ T A  nlrr .  CODE GCF 








S B . I N  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E E C E *  
CQ451011 0 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 138 
LONGPVUOHMAL STABILITY TI H H LPH-33 PIGGYBACK ALPHA OW CW = 8,0 
FABAUETBIC VALUES 
BETA 6 .  006  
CATA M I S T .  COCE GCF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUPlMANH33 L l + O l  
MACH NUMBER 







SC d LE 
S 8 . I N  
I h ' .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
F f  RCEN 


















































V, 0.8  
O . 8 . 0  ! ! I : ! ' Q,5 1.0 1.5 0.0 9.5 3.  0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5 .O  
MACH NUMBER 
FAEAMLTElC VALUES REFEkENCE INFORMATION 
BZ TA O.GGG SkEF O . S Z T 9  S Q . I N  
LREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XllriF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
lHRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF O.00G0 I N .  
CAT1 HIST. COCD GCF SCALE 0 . 1 3 6 6  F E l C E N  





































































BETA 0 . 0 0 0  
C A T A W I S Y .  COCE GCF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMHAMH33 
naeH ruWeER 
REFEEENCE I N F O P I A T I O N  
- - 
SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S P . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X I R F  0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  1 N .  
Z I R F  0 .  0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 1 3 6 6  FEECEN 
C0451011 0 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 142 
MACH NUMBER 
F I P A U E T B I C  VALUES 
BETA 6.1100 
CATA MIST. COCL 6 C F  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUf'lMANW33 C1901 
REFERENCE I N F O l M A T I O N  
Sk E F  0.3279 S P . I N  
i f ? E F  0.6463 I N .  
BREF 0.6463 I N .  
X M I F  0.1010 I N .  
F - 0.9430 I N .  
ZWlF 0.O000 I N .  
SCALE G.3366 FERCEN 
(0451 881 04 FEB 72 PAGE 143 
LO 




















































FARIMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFGRWATION 
BETA 6 . 0 0 0  S P E i  0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
;REF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YWRF - 0 . 9 4 3 1  I N .  ' 
ZWRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
C A T l  M IST .  COCL 6CF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 8 3  TIIILGWUWWANW33 ~1 901 (0451 081 04 FEB 72 PAGE 1 4 4  
L.0 








































FAEAWETRIC VALUES REfElENCE INFORMATION 
BE TA 6 . 0 0 0  !REF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
.REF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X W I F  D . l G l 0  I N .  
IMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
C A T A  H I S T .  COCE GCF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMAMW33 CI+OI (045% 081 04 FEB 72 PAGE 145 
P A l b W E T R I C  VALUES 
eF TA 6 . 0 0 0  
6 4 1 1  M I S T .  COCE GCF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMHANW33 
MACH NUMBER 








S 8 . I N  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
FEECEN 
C0451081 04 FEB 72 PAGE 146 
P A R A M E T R I C  VALUES 
BETA 6 . 0 0 0  
MACH NUMBER 
CATA M I S T .  COCE GCF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMHANW33 
REFERENCE I N F O B M A T I O N  
SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMEF G . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YHBF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
a n R F  0 . 0 0 5 0  IN. 
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
ell451 881 04 FEB 72 PAGE 147 
LONGITUDINAL SVABPLITY T I  I % b/H-33 PIGGYBACK ALPHA OR CN = 0, 0 
F t I r ! T r ! ? I r ? ? ? ? f I ! ! f [ ! f f 7 t - Z f ! ? ! ! ! ! T T f ; I ~ Z f ? ? f f ? ? ? ? l  - - -  - - - 
FACAHETRIC VALUES 




SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SB.1N 
CREF 0 . 6 4  6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 ~ 1 0  IN. 
~ M R F -  0 i 9 4 3 0  IN .  
ZMRP 0 .  G O O G  I N .  
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIIbGRUHMANH33 ~ 1 9 0 1  C0451081 04 FEB 72 PAGE 148 
FARAME T I 1  C  VALUES 
BETA 6 . 5 5 5  
CATA H I S T .  COCE G C F  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWlJMMANH33 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFOEHA l I O N  
?REF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
.REF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF G . l O 1 O  I N .  
R F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  i ~ .  
ZMRF 6 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FEl iCEN 
ED451081 0 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 149 
1.0 0.5 1 .O i .l 0.0 0.1 3.0 3.1 4 . 0  4.5 5 . O  
MACH NUMBER 
F A R A W E T R ~ C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BE T I  6. fist SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SB. IN  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF G . i D 1 0  I N .  
l l R F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
2 n w  9.0OQO IN.  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN C A T A  ~ I S T .  COCL GCF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 C0451081 04 FEB 72 PAGE 150 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TI I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK ALWA OW CM = Qe D 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAMETPIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 6 .  0GG SFiCF 6 . 3 2 7 9  S 4 . I N  
LkEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X#RF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
IMEF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMkF G.GG60 I N .  
CATA H I S T .  COCE 6CF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FEPCEN 
C1+01 MSFC TWT 503 TIIlLGRUMMANH33 C0451881 0 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 151 
s.0 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TP I I L/W-33 PIGGYBACK ALMA OW CW = 8.0 
r r  t . 5  
0 
I I  
z 
U 




































CATA M I S T .  COCE GCF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE I N F O R N A T I O N  
SREF 0.3279 S Q . I N  
LREF 0.61 6 3 I N .  
BREF 0.6463 I N .  
XHRF 0.1010 I N .  
YMRF - 0.9430 I N .  
ZHRF 0.0000 IN.. 
SCALE 0.3366 FERCEN 
(0451081 04FEB.72  PAGE 152 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TI I I L/H-33 PI66YBACK ALPHA OR CN = 8.8 
MACH NUMBER 
FAPAHETRIC VALUES 
BE TA 6 . 0 5 5  
CATA M I S T .  COCE 6CF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 
CEFERENCE INFORMA TI Gk 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S8.IN 
!.REF 0 . 6 4 6 3  IN. 
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  IN. 
XMRF 5 . 1 0 1 0  IN. 
YMRP - 0 . 9 4 3 0  IN. 
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 5 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E E C E N  
C0451051 04 FEE 72 PAGE 153 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAMETklC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0 .  0 0 0  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XURF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
CAT4 H I S T .  COCE 6CF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCPN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 ClS12+01 (0451 051 04 FEB 72 PAGE 154 
CAT1 H I S T .  COCE 6 C F  
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  s e .  I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMIF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 9  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  T I I I L G R U M M A N H ~ ~  ClS12+01 C0451051 04 FEE 72 PAGE 155 
FARARETRIC VALUES 
BE 14  0.055 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O k  
SREF 0.3279 SQ.IN 
i R E F  0.6463 IN. 
BREF 0.6463 IN. 
XMRF 0.1010 IN. 
7MPF - 0.9430 IN. 
ZMRF G.OG00 IN. 
SCALE 0.3366 F E R C E N  
t 0451 051 04 FEE 72 PAGE 156 
FAPAHE TP IC  VALUES 
BE TA G.505  
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 9 . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I h .  
XWRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
IURF - 5 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 5 . 0 5 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 5 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
t0451051 0 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 157 
CATA H I S T .  COCE GCf 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUHMANH33 ClS12+01 
FARA#ETRIC VALUE S  
BE T I  G .000  
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFOEMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
- - 
LREF 0 ; 6 r 6 3  1 ~ : -  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X ~ R F  0 . 1 0 l G  I N .  
Y U R F -  0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZURF 0.GOOG I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FEUCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 ClS12+01 C0451051 0 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 158 
\ 
1.0 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY T I11  L/H-33 PIGGYBACK ALPHA OR CM = 0.0 
- 
F A I A U E T R I C  VALUES 
BETA 0 . 0 0 0  
MSFC'TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
Y M R F -  0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FEliCEN 
(0451 051 04 FEB 72 PAGE 159 
MSF 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY T P I I  L/H-33 PIGGYBACK ALPHA 8W CN = 0.0 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR#ATION 
BE T I  G .GGG SREF 0 . 3 2 i 9  S B . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XURF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZURF U.OOG0 I N .  
CAT4 M I S T .  COCE 6CF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
'C TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 ~ 1 ~ 1 2 9 0 1  C0451051 04 FEB 72 PAGE 168 
MACH NUMBER 
F A R A W E T I I C  VALUES 
BETA 0.01iO 









S Q . I N  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
FERCEN 
0 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 C l S l Z + O l  (0451  051 04 FEB 72 PAGE 161 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 CISIZ+OI C0451051 04FEB72 PAGE 162 
5 . 0  
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY T I  I I l /H-33 PI6GYBACK ALPHA OR CN = Q. 8
FARAMETkIC VALUES 
BE T b  G.GGG 
C A T A  M I S T .  COCE GCF 
FC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMP'lANH33 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFGRMATIC,N 
SREF 13.3279 S Q . I N  
LREF 0.6463 I N .  
BREF 0.6463 I N .  
X M ~ F  o;toio i ~ ;  
YMRF - 0.9430 I N .  
ZMkF 0.0000 I N .  
SCALE 0.3366 F E C C E N  
C0451051 04 FEE 72 PAGE 163 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TI I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK ALPHA OR CN = 8,O 
FARAMETRIC VALUES 
BE TA 6 .  0 0 0  
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  
SCEF 6 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 .  I N  
L R E F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X M ~ F  G . ~ G I G  IN.  
l M R F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMkF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE C . 3 3 6 6  FECCEN C A T A  nxs t .  COCE GCF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 C l S l 2 + 0 1  C0451061 04 FFR 72 PAGF 1 G4 
MACH NUMBER 
FACA#ETRIC VALUES 
BE TA 6 .  0 0 0  
CATA H I S T .  COCE GCF 
REFERENCE INFOPUATION 
SREF 0 . 5 2 7 9  S 9 . 1 N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0.101rJ I N .  
YMPF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZURF 0 . 0 0 0 5  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 ClSl2+81 (0451 061 04 FEB 72 PAGE 165 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TI I I LPH-33 PIeeYBAeK ALPHA OR en = s. s 
MACH NUMBER 
FAkAWETElC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPNATION 
B E T A  6 .000  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  s e .  IN 
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
IMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 5 0  I N .  
D A T A  n l s T .  COCE GCF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC.TWT 503 TII ILGRUMMANH33 ~ l ~ l 2 + 0 l  ( 0 4 5 1  0 6 1  04  FEB 72 PAGE 166 
~ S ~ ~ I I I ~ I I I ~ ~ I I I I ~ I I I I I I I I I I Y I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ I I ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TI I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK ALPHA OW CM = 6,0 
BE TA 
CATA U l S T .  
MACH NUMBER 
FAIAHE TRIC  VALUES 
6 . 0 5 0  
COCE GCF 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . l f i l rJ  I N .  .... - - 
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHEF 0 . 5 0 G 0  I N .  
SCALE 13.3366 FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 (0451  061 04 FEE 72 PAGE 167 
LON6IVUBlMAL STABILITY TI I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK ALPHA OR CN 0,8 
. . 
MACH NUMBER 
F A k A l E T E I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFOPMATION 
8E TA 6 . 0 0 0  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
-REF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRP 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
Y M R F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHkF O.GOG0 I N .  
C A T A  H I S T .  COCE ~ C F  SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 C0451061 04 FEB 72 PAGE 168 
MACH NUMBER 
FACAHETRIC VALUES 
EE ? A  6. GGO 
C A T 1  H I S T .  CCCE & C F  
REFERENCE INFORMI 




Y l k F  - 0.9430 
ZMRF G.0GGG 
SCALE 6.3366 
5 8 .  I N  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
FERCEN 
nSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUHHANH33 ClS12901 C0451061 04 FEB 72 PAGE 169 
1.0 











- 0 . b . b ~ - - - - - - - - - - . - " - - - T " ' . P : T T T ' : f : ' : : : : f : ~ : : " : : : ' : : : '  0.S 1 .O 1 .S 8.0 t . 5  3.0 5.5  4 . 0  4 . 5  5 . O  
MACH NUMBER 
FARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 6 .  0 0 6  
REFERENCE INFOEHATION 
SREF 6 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
 REF . 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BkEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWRF o.tc110 I N .  
YWRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHRF 0 .00OG I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F f  RCEN 
MSF :C TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMlYIANt.933 C l S 1 2 + Q l  (0451061  0 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 170 
1.1 














BE TA 6 . 6 0 0  
REFERENCE INFORMA T1Oh 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S P . I N  
!.REF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 C0451061 0 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 171 
PAIAWETRIC VALUES 
BETA 6 . 0 5 0  
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFORWATIGN 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  s e .  IN 
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
Y M R F -  G . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZkRF 0.0GcJO I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
nSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 ClS12+01 CD451061 04 FEB 72 PAGE I72 
10 





















































FAE4HETPIC VALUES fiEFERENCE lNFOEMATION 
BETA 6 .  0 0 0  SfiEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  !N. 
BREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XllfiF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMkF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF '3 .0000 I N .  
CATA M I S T .  COCE CCF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FEECEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 CIS12+01 CD451061 04 FEB 72 PAGE 173 
3.0  
LONGITUBINAL STABILITY T I11  L/H-33 PIGGYBACK ALWA OR CN = 8,8 
CAT4 M I S T .  COCE GCF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFCEUATION 
:REF 6 . 3 2 7 9  S P . I N  
,REF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHkF 0 . 1 6 1 0  I N .  
YMkF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZURP 6.G000 I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
C0451061 04 FEB 72 PAGE 174 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH FAPARETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPMATION 
0 . 6 0 0  ALFHA 0 . 0 0 0  SREi 0 . 3 2 1 9  S O .  I N  2 0 . 9 0 3  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 1 . 0 0 1  BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XNRF 
0 
0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
1 .103  YHRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMPF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
6EFEOENCE F I L E  SFE -AEPO-AAE 
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L1+01 CA451031 23 OCT 71 PAGE 175 
t o  










-1L -19 - 8  - 6  - 4  - 2  0 0 0 0 4 6 0  10  1 0  
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FARAUETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INF3Rt iAT lOk  
REFECENCE FILE SFE - A E C O - A A E  
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S P . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMlF  0 . 0 0 D 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
HSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 L1+01 (A451031 23 OCT 71 PAGE 176 
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SIMBOL MACM FAfAM€TPIC  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R H A T I O ~  2 ::::: ALFHA 0 . 0 5 5  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SB. I N  
LCEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 1 . a 0 1  BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
1 . 1 0 1  Y M R F -  0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 5 0 0  I N .  
DEFERENCE F I L E  SFE -AEPO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 L1+01 (A451031 23 OCT 71 PAGE 177 
6 0  
LATERAL DIRECT IBNAL S T A B I L I T Y  T I I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
5 0 








0 0 0  
m 
U 























* - 4 0  
-I 0 
-sn.!!!!!!!!!!! ! ! ! !  ! 4  
- = I D  -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 8 0 0 0 0 P 4 6 8 10 l 2  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETA, DEGREES 
SIMBOL MAEN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORWA F I O N  
1.ZGS ALFHA G.006 :REF 0.3279 SP. I N  8 1 . 4 6 1  .REF fi.6463 I N .  
0 1.965 BREF 0.6463 I N .  XMRF 0.1010 IN.  
YMRF - 0.9435 IN. 
ZMkF 0.0000 I N .  
PEFERENCE F I L E  SFE-AEIO-AAE SCALE 0.3366 F E R C E N  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L1+01 - [A451031 23 OCT 71 PAGE 178 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FACAUETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 . 6 0 0  ALFUA 0 . 0 0 0  
0 1 . 0 0 1  
0 1 . 1 0 3  
REFEPENCE F I L E  SFE-AEPG-AAE 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 
SREF G.3279 SQ.1N 
LREF 9 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
IURF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHRP ( i . 0 0 ~ ~  IN. 
SCALE 9 . 3 3 6 6  F f  R C E N  
CA451031 2 3  OCT 7 1  PAGE 179 
16 














-a  2 
-14 u! ! ! 1 l I I I ~ l l l l l l l l l l l l l l J  
-la -19 I o o o o e 4 6 8 io 12 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
9 1 1 1 0 0 ~  M A C H  PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O E H A T I O N  
1.205 ALPHA 0.000 SREF 0.3279 S B . I N  53 I., L k E F  C.6463 I N .  
0 1.965 BEEF 8 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XHRF 0.101G I N .  
YMRF - 0.9430 I N .  
ZHEF 0.OOtG I N .  
RFFEPENCE FILE SFE-AEPO-AAE SCALE 6.3366 F E k C E N  
HSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUHPlANH33 L1+01 (A451031 23 BCT 71 PAGE 18Q 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
STYBOL M A C H  FAIAMETRIC  VALUES 
G.655  ALFHA 0 . 0 0 5  B 0 . 9 5 3  
0 1 .!I51 
0 1 . 1 0 3  
REFERENCE F I L E  SFE-AE RO-AAE 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
LkEF 0 . 8 4 6 3  :N. 
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF . 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 5 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 L1+01 [A451031 2 3  OCT 71 PAGE 181 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY T I I I LIH-33 PIGGYBACK 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
STYBOL MACH FARAUEIRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFGRHA TIOh 
1 .905  ALFHA G.OG0 SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  2 1 . 4 6 1  SB. IN  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 1.965 BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XWRF G.1010  I N .  
Y W R F -  0 . 9 4 3 1  I N .  
ZYEF G.GO00 I N .  
REFEREYCE F I L E  SFE-AERO-AAE SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  FEKCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 Ll+Ol (A451031 2 3  OCT 71 PAGE 182 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE* BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH FAPAWETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORH4TION 
0 . 6 5 0  ALFMA 0 . 0 0 0  SEEK 0 . 3 2 7 9  B 0 . 9 5 3  S B . I N  LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
1 . 0 0 1  BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
l l R F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHRF 0 . 5 0 0 5  I N .  
REFEPENCE F I L E  SFE-AECG-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 L1+01 CA451031 23 OCT 7 1  PAGE 183 
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE, BETA* DEGREES 
STUBOL MACH FAEAWETRIC VALUES CEFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.805 ALFHA 0. GO0 ShEF 6 . 3 2 7 9  SB.IN £! ,...I LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 1 .SGJ BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XRCF O . l D 1 5  I N .  
REFERENCE FILE SFE -AERO-APE 
YRRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  IN. 
ZMCF G.0059  I N .  
SCALE 5 . 3 3 6 6  FEkCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 L1+01 (A451031 2 3  6CT  71 PAGE 184 
LATERAL DIRECT IBNAL STABIL ITY T I I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
. . .  
- : - 8 - . - - - . . . - .  - ' - - '  -. - ' . ' ~ . . . . . . '  - 
- 0 .  o o o o e 4 6 e 10 ie 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
YACW FAEAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
5.616 ALFNA 5.CiGG SREF 0.3279 S 8 .  I N  
0.903 :REF 0.6463 I N .  
1.181 BEEF 0.6463 I N .  XMRF 0.1015 I N .  
8.103 YMRF - 0.9430 I N .  
ZHRF 0.0GG0 I N .  
EEFEEEMCE F I L E  SF€-LEEO-AAE SCALE 5.3366 FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 L1+01 CA451031 23 OCT 7 1  PAGE 185 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L1+01 tA451031 23 OCT 71 PAGE 186 
LATERAL DIRECT IBMAL S T A B I L I T Y  V I I I LIH-33 PIGGYBACK 
. . . . - . . - . . . - - ---- 
.1?. -10 - 8  - 6  - 4  - 0  0 0 0 0 0 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETA, DEGREES 
S ~ M B O L  MACH FAEAWETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 G.650 ALFHA G.650 SEEF 0.3279 S Q . I N  
R E F E l E N C t  F I L E  SFE-AEPO-ABE 
LREF 5.6463 I N .  . .. 
BEEF 5.6463 i N ;  
XWRF O.lG10 I N .  
I M k F  - t.9430 I N .  
ZWRF o.oo00 i v .  
SCALE G.3366 FERCEN. 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 ~ 1 9 0 1  (A451031 23 OCT 71 PAGE 187 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, OEGREES 
SYMBOL  MAC^ F A P 4 M E T R I C  VALUES 2 ::::: ALFMA 0.000 
0 1.965 
REFERENCE I N F O R N A T I O K  
SEE' 0 . 3 2 7 3  s e .  IN - 
LEEF 0i6463 I N .  
BREF 0.6463 I N .  
XMRF 0.1010 I N .  
EfFEREWCE F I L E  SFE-AEPO-AAE 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMflANH33 
VMkF - 
Z M R P  
SCALE 
I N .  
I N .  
FERCEN 
(A451 031 23 OCT '71 PAGE 188 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
SIMBGL MACH F A k A H E T t l C  VALUES REFERENCE lNFORWATlON 
0.666 ALFUA 0.660 SPEF 0.3279 S a . I N  B 0.90, LCEF 6.6463 I N .  
0 1.001 BREF 0.6463 I N .  XMRF 0.1GlO a 1.103 I N .  YMkF - 0.9430 I N .  
ZMRF 0.OGO6 I N .  
EEFEPENCE FILE SFE-AERO-AAE SCALE 0.3366 FEliCEN 
HSFC TVT 583 TIIItGRUMMANH33 L l+Of  CA451031 23 OCT 71 PAGE 189 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 ~ 1 9 0 1  [A451031 23 OCT 71 PAGE 190 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SrUBGL # A C ~  FAlAWET61C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .955  ALPHA - 6 . 5 5 5  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SB. I N  
1 . 5 0 5  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
1 . 5 9 6  BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XHRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
::::: YHRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  ZHRF 0 . 0 0 0 6  I N .  
b 1 .965  I E F E I E U C E  F I L E  SFE-AEIG-AAE SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TVT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 L!+o1 CA451041 2 3  BCT 71 PAGE 191 
LATERAL D I  WEGT PONAL STABILI TY T I I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
I/.- 
1 1 1  
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 8 1 0  1 2  
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. 
FAKAMETKIC VALUES 
ALPHA - 6 . 0 5 0  
REFERENCE F I L E  SFE-AERG-AAE 
BETA* DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  - - 
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
7URF - 5 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 5 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUHMANH3~ L1+01 (A451041 2 3  OCT 71 PAGE 192 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
SlMBUL MACH F IRAMETEIC  VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
G.9" ALFHA - 6.GG0 SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
1 .GGG LkEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
1 . 6 9 6  BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  8 ::::: YMkF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  ZMliF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
[5 1.965 PEFEEEUCE F I L E  SFE -AEBO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
HSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMHANW33 CA451041 23 BCT 71 PAGE 193 
L O  








!<-:!- :; :--) 0 0 0 0 0 0 e 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP  ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
- MACH FAEAHETEIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFOEHATION 
0 .905  ALPHA - 6 . 0 6 0  SRE f 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
1 . 0 0 0  LKEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
1 . 0 9 6  BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XHRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  IN.  
1.198 Y M P F -  0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
1 . a 6 0  ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
1 . 9 6 5  REFERENCE F I L E  SFE -AEEO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
'C TWP 5 0 3  TIIILGWUMMANH33 b11+01 QA451041 23 OCT 71 PAGE 194 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA0 DEGREES 
L MACH FARIMETSIC  VALUES REFERENCE INFOPUATISN 
0.905 ALFNA - 6 . 0 0 0  SREF (1.3275 SB.1N 
1 . 0 0 5  LZEF (1.6463 I N .  
1 .G96 BREF (1.6463 I N .  XHRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  
1 . 1 9 0  
I N .  
YHkF - 0 . 9 4 3 5  I N .  
1.46'3 ZHRF (1.GIiOO I N .  
1 . 9 6  EEFEPEWCE F I L E  SFf  -AEPO-AAE SCALE (1.3366 FERCEN 
:C TWT 503 TIIILGWUMP'iAfUH33 ~ 1 9 0 %  CA451041 2'3 BCT 71 PAGE 195 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE@ BETA. DEGREES 
FARAWETRIC VALUES 
ALFilA - 6 . 0 0 0  
REFERENCE I N F O R H A T I O N  
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X M ~ F  0.iOlS I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
LMRP 0.GOG0 I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E R C E N  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMWNH33 ' L l + Q l  (A451041 23 BCT 71 PAGE 196 
LATERAL DIRECT IONAh SVABHLB T l  T I H % L/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
I 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE@ BETA. DEGREES 
SVHBOL W A C W  FASAMETEIC VALUES 2 0.9" ALFHA - 6.0 '5  
I . G O 5  
1 .a96 8 ::::: 
0 1.965 e F E I E N C E  F I L E  SFE-AEEO-AAE 
REFERENCE INFORWAI 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  
XMRF 6 . 1 0 1 0  
IMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  
' ION 
S B . I N  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
I N .  
F E R C E N  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 CA451041 23 OCT 71 PAGE 197 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
STUBOL UACW FAEAHETEIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.905 ALFHA - 6.000 SkEF 0.3279 S 4 .  I N  
1.000 LREF 0.6463 I N .  
1.096 BREF 0.6463 I N .  XWkF 0.1010 I N .  8 ::::: YMRF - 0.9430 I N .  ZWRF 0.0000 I N .  
b 1.964 REFEPENCE F I L E  SC I L E  8.3366 SFE-AEPO-AAE FEPCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 L f + O l  (A451041 23 OCT 71 PAGE 198 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACN FARdWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOSMATION 
1.962 ALPHA G.G5G SREF 6.3279 S 8 . I N  9 3.479 LREF 0.6463 I N .  
0 4.965 BREF 5.6463 I N .  XMRF 5.161G I N .  
YMRF - 0.9430 I N .  
Z#kF G.GGO5 I N .  
REFERENCE F I L E  SFE-AEEO-PIE SCALE 0.3366 FERCEN 
HSFC TWT 503 T 1 1 % LGWUPlHAMH33 6=%+811 CA451891 23 BCT 71 PAGE 199 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACM FAIAMETRIC  VALUES 
1 . 9 6 Z  ALFHA O.GO5 B 3.4,. 
0 4.960 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Sk EF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 5 1 5  I N .  
RLFEIENCE F I L E  BFE -AEBO-PIE 
MSFC TWT 503 TPIILGRUMMANH33 C % + O l  
YHCF - 0 . 9 4 3 5  I N .  
ZMRF 6 .50 '30  I N .  
SCALE 5 . 3 3 6 6  FESCEN 
CA451091 23 OCT 71 PAGE 2 Q 0  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH FAIAMETDIC  VALUES 
1 . 9 6 2  ALFHA 0 .65G 
0 4 . 9 6 0  
DEFERENCE F I L E  SF&-AEGO-AAE 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 
SkEF Q.3279  SQ.IN 
LC& F 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  - - . ..
XHCF 0 . 1 0 1 0  i ~ ;  
YWCF - 0 . 9 4 3 5  I N .  
ZWCF 0 . 5 0 5 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E C C E N  
CA451092 23 BCT 71 PAGE 201 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH F A C A U E T R l C  VALUES R E F E I E N C E  I N F O R M A T I O N  
0 1.962 ALFHA 0 . 5 5 5  SEEF 5 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LCEF 8 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF G . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF G.lOfG I N .  
Y U C F -  5 . 9 4 9 0  I N .  
ZWRF 0;0cici0 1 ~ ;  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E k C E N  
HSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANW33 C l + O l  CA451091 23 6CT 71 PAGE 282 
SIDE SLIP  ANGLE. BETAP DEGREES 
SIMBOL MACH FARAUETRIC VALUES 
1 . 9 6 2  ALFWA 6 . 0 0 0  
0 4 . 9 6 0  
IEFEPEf lCE F I L E  SFE-AEBG-AAE 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Sk EF G . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMEF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
I H R F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHEF G.GG00 I N .  
SCALE G . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMAMH33 ~ 1 4 0 %  CA451091 23 OCT 71 PAGE 203 
S89E SLIP ANGLE. BETA0 DEGREES 
SYMBOL RACPI FAldWEP61C VALUES REFERENCE I N F O E # A I I O N  
1 . 9 6 2  ALPMA 5.555 SffEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  Se.IN B 3 . 4 7 9  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  IN. 
0 4 . 9 6 0  BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XHRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  IN. 
YURF - 6 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
Z H I F  G . 0 0 0 0  IN. 
GEFEffLWCE F I L E  BFE-dEEO-AAL SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E P C E N  
MSFC TWT 583 T%B%LGRUMMANW33 CB+OB (A451891 23 BCT 7 %  PAGE 284 
I.1 






















- 0.5  
< 










- 5 0 0 0 -12 -10 - Q - Q - L e 4 b 8 . t i  - - - 1 P 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
SYMBOL HACA' FARAHETEIC VALUES REFEIENCE INFOPMATION 
S.96P ALFHA G.50G SELF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  B 3 . 4 7 9  LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 4 . 9 6 0  BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMIF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
Y M R F -  0 . 9 4 3 5  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
PEFEBEYCE F I L E  SFE-AEGO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TII%LGWUHFfAMH33 G B + O %  (A451 091 23 OCT 71 PAGE 205 
S%DE SLIP ANGLE* BETAP DEGREES 
STMBOL MACH FARARETRIC VALUES REFEEENCE INFORMATION 
1 . 9 6 1  ALPHA - 6 . 0 0 5  
3 . 4 8 0  
SkEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 4.959 BkEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XRRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YHkF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 5 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
REFERENCE F I L E  SPE -AEIO-4dL SCALE G . 3 3 6 6  FEGCEN 
MSFC TWT 563 TXIILGRUMMANH33 C1+011 CA451101 23 OCT 7 %  PAGE 286 
6 0 














SIDE SL IP  ANGLEP BETA, DEGREES 
IL MACH FAIAHETKIC  VALUES REFERENCE INFORMA T I O N  
1 .961  ALFHA - 6 . 0 0 0  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  s e .  IN 
3.408 LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
4 . 9 5 8  BREF G.6463  I N .  XHRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YHkF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZWRF P . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
EEFEKPNCE FILE SFE-AERO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
HSFC TWT 583 V%I%LGWYNMANH33 C % + O l  bA45BBOI 23 BCT 71 PAGE 207 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUHMANH33 CA4511Ql 23 QCT 71 PAGE 208 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETAD DEGREES 
STM80L MhCH FARARETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOIMATION 
1 .961 ALFHA - 6 . 0 0 6  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ. IN  !? 3 - 4 6 .  LREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 4 . 9 5 9  BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XRRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
IRRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZRRF O.GGG0 I N .  
REFERENCE F I L E  SFE-AERG-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FE ICEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 C1+01 CA451101 23 OCT 71 PAGE 209 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETA, DEGREES 
SYBBOh UACW FARAWETBlC VALUES REFERENCE INFOEWIT ION 
8 . 9 6 1  4hFMA - 6 . 0 0 0  SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SB.1N 2 3.005  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
a .959 BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMEF 0.11110 I N .  
YMEF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ElFEGDDCb F I L E  SFE -AEflO-A46 
... .. . .- 
ZURF 0 . 0 0 0 0  IN; 
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  FEECEN 
N33Y3d 99CE.0 3193s 
'NI OO00'0 dYW2 
'NI GEP6.G - diH~ 
'NI OIGI'O dllHX 
'NI C999'0 3338 












1 . l  






























CI 0 .3  
eE 
0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH FAGAHETGIC VALUES 
1 . 9 6 1  ALFHA - 6 . 5 0 0  5.2 3.48,  
O 4 . 9 5 9  
REFEREHCE F I L E  SPE-AEIO-AAE 
REFERENCE I N F O E M A T I O N  
SREF 6 . 3 2 7 9  SB.1N 
LREF G .  64 6  3 IN. 
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  IN. 
XMGF G . l G l D  IN. 
YMPF - 0 . 9 6 3 0  i ~ .  
ZMkF 5.0GDG I N .  
SCALE 0  3 9 6 6  FEkCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 C % + 8 ¶  CA45¶1Ql 23 QCT 71 PAGE 212 
N33113d 99EC'O 3lV3S 
'NI DDOrJ'O dl#Z -- -
'NI orr~.o - drn~ 
'NI OIGl'O dI#X 
'NI E9P9.0 1388 
'NI E9P9.0 1311 
NI'BS 6LaE.O 12lS 
LATERAL BI RECT H6NAL SVABIL I TY T I I I k/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
STWBOL MACH F IRAMETRIC  VALUES REFERENCE INFOkHATION 2 :::: ALFWA 0 .00G SkEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S8.IN 
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
1.POO BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
I.*. .  
XMRF G.1010  I N .  
I H R F  - 0 . 9 4 3 9  I N .  
1.4611 ZYkF I . I G 0 G  I N .  
REFERENCE F t L E  SFE - A L R O - A P E  SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E k C E N  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIlLGRUHPlANH33 L3+ Q 1 (A453031 23 BCT 71 PAGE 2'14 
LATERAL DIREGBHBNAL SVABlL I TY T H I I b/H-33 PIGGYBACK 
-13 - 0  - 0  - - 3  - t  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH FARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F  ORHATION 
8 ALFHA 0.000 SREF G.3279 SB.1N LREF 0.6463 I N .  
1.150 BREF 0.6463 I N .  XUEF G.iG10 I N .  
YURF - 5.9430 I N .  
1 . 4 6 1  ZMRF 0.0000 I N .  
EEFEPLNCE F I L E  S P E - A E I O - P I E  SCALE 0.3366 FERCEN 
MSFC TVT 503 TIIILGWUHMANH33 L3+01 CA453031 23 OCT 71 PAGE 215 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETA, DEGREES 
P A R A M E T R I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R U d  T I O N  2 ::::: ALFHA 0 . 0 0 8  
1 . 1 0 0  i ::::: 
REFLRENCE F I L E  SFE-AEIO-AAE 
SPEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
LREF ( i i 6 4 6 3  IN. 
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 9  I N .  
X l R F  0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
i n a ~ -  0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHRF 0 . 0 0 5 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TfPILGRUMMAMH33 L3+01 [A453031 2 3  OCT 71 PAGE 216 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
S ~ M B O L  MACH F A E A M E T C I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0.898 ALFWA 0.000 SREF 0.3279 S P . I N  B 1.001 LREF 8.6463 I # .  
1.100 BREF 0.6463 I N .  XMRF 0.1010 I N .  i ::::: Y M R F -  0.9430 I N .  ZMRF 0.0OGG I N .  
REFERENCE F I L E  SFE -AERO-AAE SCALE 0.3366 FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH~~ L3+01 [A453031 23 OCT 71 PAGE 217 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABIL I V Y  l' I I 1  L/H-33 PI66YBACK 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
MACH F A I A I E T R I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O E M A T I O N  
0.898 ALFHA 0.050 SEE F 0.3279 S 8 . I N  
I. G0P LEEF 0.6463 I N .  
1.800 BEEF 0.6463 IN. XWRF 0.1015 I N .  
l.f.97 IMRF - 0.9430 I N .  
1 . 4 6 1  ZHRF G.OGG0 I N .  
E L F E R E l C L  F l  LE SFE-AEBO-AdE SCALE 6.3366 " E B C E N  
MSFC TWT 503 TII%LGRUMMAN#33 L3+01 (A453036 23 BCT 71 $,AGE 218 




SIDE SL IP  ANGLE* BETA, DEGREES 
STR80L Y4CM F I R A M E T B I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION g :::A: "FHA , O.GG0 SkEF 0.3279 . S B . I N  
LREF 0.6463 1'4. 
1.100 BREF 0.6463 I N .  XNRF ri . lo l ( i  I N .  8 ::::: Y R -  0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  ZWRF 0.0000 I N .  
REFLEENCE F I L E  SFE -AEIO-AAE SCALE 6.3366 FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 583 TIIILGRUHFlAMH33 (A453031 23 OCT 71 PAGE 219 
SHOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA0 DEGREES 
FAAAMETPIC VALUES 
ALPHA 0.065 
GEFEGEMCE FILE S F E - A E P O - A A E  
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 .  I N  
LREF fi.6463 I N .  
BEEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X M R F  G . ~ O ~ O  I N .  
YHRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZWGF 6 . 0 0 0 6  I N .  
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  FEECEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUHMAMH33 L3+81 [A453031 23 BCT 71 PAGE 220 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE9 BETA* DEGREES 
STWBOL WACW F I C I M E T R I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFOCIATION 2 6.897 ALFHA - 6.505 SKEF 0.3279 S O . I N  
1.GOl LREF 0.6463 I N .  
1.098 BEEF 5.6463 I N .  X l l l F  0.lG10 I N .  i ::::: T U R F -  0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  ZWRF 0.0000 I N .  
EEFEEENCE F I L E  S F E - A E I G - A I E  SCALE 0.3366 PERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGWUMMAMH33 L3*01 (A453041 23 OCT 71 PAGE 221 
STWBOL MACH 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
FAEAMETklC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
G.897 ALFWA - 6 . 6 0 6  
, . G G l  
1.09B Q ::::: 
REFERENCE F I L E  WE-AEWO-AAE 
SREF l i .3279  s e .  IN 
LREF G.6463 I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMEF 0 .1G10 I N .  
Y F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZbiliF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E R C E N  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 L3401 CA453041 23 OCT 71 PAGE 222 
1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETAP DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH FACAtiETSIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPUATION 8 " 0 9 7  ALFHA - 6 . 0 6 0  SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  s P . 1 ~  
1 . 0 0 1  LREF 13.6463 I N .  
1 . 0 9 8  BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  i ::::: lHRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  ZMPF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
REFERENCE F I L E  SFE-AEPO-ABE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  F E R C E N  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANi-433 (A453041 23 OCT 71 PAGE 223 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY T I I % LiW-33 PIGGYBACK 
!12 -80 - 8  - 6  - 4  - 8  0 0 0 0 P 4 6 10 1 2  
%$BE SLIP ANGLE* BETAe DEGREES 
W*CW F A P A U E T C I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R H A T l O h  
0.891 ALFWA - 6.G00 SREF 6.3279 S O .  I N  
1.GGl LREF 6.6463 I N .  
1.G98 BEEF G. 64 6 3 I N .  XMCF G.1010 I N .  
1.198 YMkF - 0.9430 I N .  
1 .450  PMRF 0.G0G0 I N .  
REfEEEMCE F I L E  SFE-AEPO-AAE SCALE 0.3366 FERCEN 
TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 L3+81 CA453041 23 BCT 71 PAGE 224 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYWBGL M A C W  FAIAWETRIC VALUES CEFEPENCE I N F O P H A T I O N  2 " 8 9 7  A L F W  - 6.000 SPEF 13.3279 S 8 . I N  
1.00: LREF 0.6463 I N .  
1.098 BREF 0.6463 I N .  XHRF G.iOl0 I N .  
::::: ZMCF Y H R F -  0.9431 1 0100 I N .  I N .  
IEFECENCE F I L E  SFE-AEEO-AAE SCALE 0.3366 FEECEN 

























LATERAL DIRECT IBNAL STABIL 1 PY T H % I I/W-33 PIGGYBACK 
1 9  -10 - 8  - 6  - 4  - L  0 0 0 0 0 P 4 6 8 1 0  1 2  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* 
FABAWETBIC VALUES 
ALFWA - 6 . 0 0 0  
I E F E E E N C E  F 1 LE SPE-AEIO-AAE 
DEGREES 
EEFEEENCE I N F O E M A T I O N  
S l E F  0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . 1 N  
L k E F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 6 . 6 4 6 1  I N .  
XMEF G.10 lG I N .  ----  
W E F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  i ~ ;  . 
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 G  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  PEriCEN 
MSF -C TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGWUIVIMAPIH33 L3+01 CA453041 23 OCT 71 PAGE 227 
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE* BETA, DEGREES 
SIUBOL MACPI FARAMETCIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAl ION 
0 . 0 9 7  ALFWA - 6 . 0 0 0  2 8.0.. SKEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ. IN  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
1 . 0 9 8  BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  8 ::::: YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  ZMRF 0 . 0 5 0 0  I N .  
tEFEfENCE F 1 LE SFE-AERG-A4E SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FEkCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUHMANH33 L3+81 (A453041 2 3  BCT 71 PAGE 228 
MACH NUMBER 
FARIME TRI  C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
ALFUd 6 . 5 6 6  S6EF 6 .3P79  S P . I N  
L6EF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHRF 6 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YHRF - 6 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF '3 .6000 I N .  
CAT* U I S T .  COCE CCF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 




LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY T I I I LIH-33 PIGGYBACR ETA = 8,8 
MACH NUMBER 
FAGAk4ETEIC VALUES 
ALFMA G.GGG SREF 0.3279 SB.1N 
LREF 0.6463 IN. 
BEEF 8.6463 IN. 
XMRF 0.1010 IN. 
YMRP - 0.9430 IN. 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.3566 FEkCEN 
MSFC TWT 903 VI I ILGWUP~MANH~~ L1+01 ' (0451 031 04 FEB 72 PAGE 230 
LATERAL  O I E C T I O M A L  S T A B I L I T Y  T 11 I L/#-33 PIGYBACK E T A  = Q,O 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAWE TPIC  VALUES REFEPENCE INFORHATICN 
ALFHA 0 . 0 0 0  SELF 0 . 3 2 1 9  S e . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 5 . 1 6 1 5  I N .  
7 l R F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZRRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
CD451031 04 FER 72 PAGE 231 
CATA H I S T .  COCE GCF 
MSFC TwT 503 TIIILGRUMMAMH33 - Ll+Ol 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY T 1 I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK BETA = 8, Q 
MACH NUMBER 
FAIAMETRIC  VALUES REFERENCE INFORHaTICN 
ALFWA G.!igG SkEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
LREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BGEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X H l F  0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YWkF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMEF 0 . G 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  
C A T A  H I S T .  COCE GCF FERCEN 
iFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUI"IIMAMH33 C0451031 04 FEB 72 PAGE 232 
.o 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY T I I I LA-33 PIGGYBACK BETA = O m  O 
b . 1  
MACH NUMBER 
FAPAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
C A T A  MIST .  COCE 6CF 
SBEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SB. I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZURF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 ~ 1 4 0 1  CD451041 04 FEB 72 PAGE 233 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAWETRIC VALUES 
ALFMA - 6 . 0 0 0  
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
lWkF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
TURF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L1+01 C0451041 04 FEB 72 PAGE 234 
LATERAL DIRECTIBNAL STABILITY T I 1  I L/H-33 P IWBACK BETA = O e  Q 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALFWA - 6 . 0 5 5  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  !N. 
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 5  I N .  
ZMRF 5 .0G05  I N .  
CAT* H I S T .  COCE GCF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  PERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 Ll+Ol C045104 1 04 FEB 72 PAGE 235 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL S T A B I L I T Y  T I I I L/M-33 PIGGYBACK E T A  = @,O 
MACH NUMBER 
F A E A W E T ~  IC VALUES REFERENCE INFORWATION 
ALPHA - 6 . 0 0 0  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
Lk EF 0 . 6 4 6 5  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XURF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YWRP - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF G.000G I Y .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
CATA H I S T .  COCE 6CF 




CATA W I S T .  COCE CCF 
PEFERENCE I N F 3 R H A T l O h  
SREF 0 . 1 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BPEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  IN. 
XHRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
PMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
HSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 C1481  C0451091  04 FEB 72 PAGE 237 
MACH NUMBER 
FAEAME T E I C  VALUES KEFEPENCE INFORMATION 
SELF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S O .  IN 
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
kk'i iF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMPF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  T~IILGRUMHANH33 C1+01 tQ451091 04 FEB 72 PAGE 238 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY T I I H L/#-33 PIGGYBACK BETA = O e  8 
I 
MACH NUMBER 
FAEAMETEIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
ALFHA G.000 SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 6 1 6  I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
CATA U I S T .  COCE CCF SC l LE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FEliCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 T I I I L G R U M M A N H ~ ~  C1+01 (0451 091 04 FEB 72 PAGE 239 
15 


















REFERENCE I N F O E H A T I O N  
- - 
SliEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LREF G . 6 4 6 9  I N .  
BREF G . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMliF G . 1 0 1 9  I N .  
YMPF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  IN. 
ZURF 0.O0GO I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FEfiCEN 
MSFC YWT 903 TIIILGRUMPlAMH33 (0451 031 04 FEB 72 PAGE 24 0 
. O  










ALFHA - 6.0GG 
C d l A  M I S T .  COCE 6CF 
SkEF 0.3279 S ( I . I N  
LREF 0.6463 I N .  
BkEF 0.6463 I N .  
- .  
XIlkF 0.1010 I N .  -..... . ..  
YMRF - 0.9430 I N .  
ZMEF 0. 0000 I N .  
SCALE 0.3366 F E R C E N  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMHANH33 C1+01 C0451101 04 FEB 72 PAGE 241 
0.0 




I- g -0.5 
W 
W 










































F A k A W E T t l C  VALUES 
ALFHA - 6.806 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0.3279 s e .  I N  
LREF '2.6463 1 N .  
BEEF 6.6463 I N .  
XMRF 0.1010 I N .  
YMRF - 0.9630 I N .  
ZMRF 0.0080 I N .  
SCALE 6.3366 FEECEN 








F4l4WETRlC  VALUES 
4LFHA - 6 . 0 0 0  
CAT4 M I S T .  COCE CCF 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SEE? 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ.IN 
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  .-.- 
IMkF  - . 0 . 9 4 3 0  i ~ ;  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
PISFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 C1+01 C0451101 04 FEB 7 2  PAGE 243 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY T I I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK ETA = 0.8 
FAEAMETRIC VALUES 
ALFWA - 6 . 5 0 0  
MACH NUMBER 
CATA H I S T .  COOL 6CF 
MSFC TWT 503 TBIILGWUMMAMH33 C1+01  
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
L R ~ F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
- 
BEEF 'J ib463  IN. 
X#RF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF - 0 . 9 4 3 1  I N .  
ZW RF 0 . 1 0 0 D  I N .  
SCALE 0.3366 i E k C E N  
FARAMETRIC VALUES 
ALFHA 0.005 
C A T A  nIsT. COCE GCF 
MSFC TVT 503 TIIILGWUHMAMH33 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0.3279 S 8 . I N  
L R E f  0.6463 ! N .  
BREF G. 64 6 3 I N .  
XIlRF O.lG10 I N .  
YMRF - 0.9431 I N .  
ZIlRF 0.OGGG I N .  
SCALE 0.3366 FERCEN 










































































































LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY T I I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK BETA = Oe O 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAFIETRIC VbLUES REFERENCE INFORWATION 
ALFHA 0 . 0 0 0  SRCF 0 . 3 2 7 9  s e .  IN 
LREF 0 .64  6 3 I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
WRF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZWRP 6 . 0 6 6 0  I N .  
CATA H I S T .  COCE GCF SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGWUMPlANH33 L3+01 (0453031 04 FEB 72 PAGE 247 





S k t F  0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LkEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMkF - 6 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMkF 0.0GOO I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN C A T A M I S ? .  600E 6CF 
MSFC TWT 5Q3 TIIBbGRUMMAMH33 h3+01 C045303) 04 FEB 72 PAGE 248 
MACH NUMBER 
FACAHE TPIC VALUES 









0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
G.lG1G I N .  
0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
0.GGGG IN. 
0 . 5 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TwT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMMANH33 L3+01 (0453041 04 FEB 72 PAGE 249 
FARAMETR I C  VALUES 
ALFWA - 6.000 
C A T A H l S T .  COCE 6 C F  
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFORMA T I F N  
SREF 0.3279 s B . I N  
L R E F  6.6463 I N .  
BREF 0.6463 I N .  
XMRF 0.1010 I N .  
YMRF - 0'.9430 I N .  
ZHRF G.GG00 I N .  
SCALE 0.9366 FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 583 TPIILGWUMMANH33 L3+01 C0453041 04 FEB 72 PAGE 250 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY T I I I L/H-33 PIGGYBACK E T A  = 6 e O  
I 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAMETIIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOINATION 
ALFHA - 6 . 0 0 5  SRLF 0 . 3 2 7 9  ' SQ. IN  
L I E F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
BREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X WRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
l M R F  - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZHkP 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
C0453041 04 FEB 72 PAGE 251 
CAT* UIST. COCE CCF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L3+01 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY T I I I LBH-33 PHKYBACR BETA = 0,O 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMA TION 
4LPWA - 6 . G O G  SREF 0 . 3 2 i 9  SB.1N 
LREF 0 .64  6 3  I N .  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 l D  I N .  
YMkF - 0 . 9 4 3 0  I N .  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N .  
CATA M I S T .  COCE GCF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
'C TWT 5 0 3  TIIIbGRUMMANH33 t0453041  04 FEB 72 PAGE 252 
95 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY T I I I L/W-33 1 
0 0  
15 






- 9 0  
- 95 
-LO -18  - 6  -14 -19  - 1 0  - 8 - 6 - 4 - O 9 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
STMBOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.595 BETA G.000 SEEP 0 .3e79 S 4 . I N  B 0.9.. LREF 6 .6463 I N  
0 G.998 BREF '2.6463 I N .  XMRF 0 .1010 I N .  
1.097 YMRF 0.!3000 I N  
ZMRF 0.0OGG I N  
EEFERENCE FILE SFE -AERO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  T I I I L G R U M M A N H ~ ~  L 2 + 0 1  ( A 4 5 2 0 1 1  23 OCT 7 1  PAGE 253 










ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHAe DEGREES 
i L  MACH FAPAHETCIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
D.199 BETA G.GGG SCEF G.3279 S 8 . I N  
1 . a 6 0  LkEF 0.6463 ! N 
I.@Bi BREF 0 . 6 4 6 9  I N .  XURF G . l O l 0  I N .  
4 . 9 3 9  IMRF G.OGO0 I N  
- 
ZMR F 0.00013 i N 
REFEIENCL F I L E  SFL-AEIO-BAE SCALE 0.39613 FEPCEN 
HSFC T W i  5 TIPSBGRUHHANH33 L2+01 [A452011 23 8CT 7 %  PAGE 254 
ANGLE OF ATTACK@ ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYUBOL MACU FAfiAHETGIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  
0 .595  BETA G.05G SELF 6 . 3 2 7 3  S 6 . I N  B G.9.G LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
0 0 . 9 9 0  BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 XMRF G . t O l G  1 . 0 9 7  I N .  YUEF O.GGO6 I N  
ZMRF 0.0GOD I N  
BEFERENCE FILL SFC-AEBO-AAE SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 8  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT PAGE 
SYMBOL MACH 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
F A Q A W E T B I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORHA T I O N  
1 .199  BETA G.OOt 
0 1.961 0 4 . 9 5 0  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIIhGWUMMAMH33 L2+01 
SREF G . 3 2 7 9  S B .  I N  
- - 
LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHRF 0 . 1 5 1 5  I N .  
YHRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZMRF 9 . 5 0 0 0  I H 
SCALE 5 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
tA452811 23 OCT 71 PAGE 256 
ANGLE 8F AVTACKe ALPHA0 DEGREES 
SIMBOL M A C H  FAEAMETEIC VALUES EEFERENCE INFOPUATION 
0.595 BETA 0.5,0 S t E F  0.3279 S Q . I N  B 0.95, LEEF 0.6463 I N  
0 0.998 BEEF 0.6463 I N .  
0 XMkF O.iO15 I N .  1.097 YHEF 5.0OOO I N  
Zn k F  0. GOO0 I N  
EEFEEEWCE F I L E  SFE-AEPU-PIE SCALE 0.3365 FEECEN 
MSFC TwT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 L2+ 0 1 (A452811 23 BCT 71 PAGE 257 
SVWBOL W A C W  
ANGLE 8F ATTACK, AhPWAo DEGREES 
FAPAWETfiIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O I H A T I O N  
1.199 BETA G.OGO 
0 1 . 9 6 I  
4.958 
REFERENCE F I L E  SFE -AEIO-AAE 
SREF 6 . 3 2 7 9  SQ. IN  
LPEF C . 6 4 6 3  I Y 
BkEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHRF 0 . 1 5 1 0  I N .  
Y l k F  G .0005  I N  
I M l i F  5.5GOG I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
PlSFC TWT 5Q3 TIIILGRUMMANW33 0 1 CA452OPl 23 BCT 71 PAGE 258 
ANGLE OF ATTACK@ ALPHAD DEGREES 
SIWBOL MACH FABAMETBIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O I W A T I O L  
G . 5 9 5  BETA G . G G G  SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  2 G.,GG LkEF 0 . 6 4 6 5  1  N 
0 6 . 9 9 8  BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  X U I F  6 . 1 0 1 0  
1 . G 9 7  
I N .  
Y#EF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZMliF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
REFEGEWCE F I L E  SFE-AEIO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 LZ+811 CA452011 23 6CT 71 PAGE 259 
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALBHAo DEGREES 
FARAME T 6 I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
2.199 BETA 0.GGG 
0 1 .SOP 
0 4.859  
REFEBEWCE FILE SFE -AEEO-APE 
$REF 6 . 3 2 7 9  S6'.1N 
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 1  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  1N .  
XWRF G . l G l G  I N .  
YMEF 0.OGGG I N  
ZHRF G. lO[ iG 1  N  
SCALE 13.3365 FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUHPlANH33 L2+0% CA452081 23 6CT  7 %  PAGE 260 
ANGLE OF ATfACKe ALPHA* DEGREES 
srWBOL M A C #  P A f f 4 H E T f f I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.985 BETA 0.000 SUE F 0.1279 B o.,oo S B . I N  LREF 0.6463 I N  
0 O.QLa0 BREF 0.6463 I N .  
. . 
XMBF 0.lOlG I N .  0 1.007 V#RF O.OOG0 I N  
OWRF 0.0OGO I N  
REFERENCE F I L E  SPE -AEOO-AAE SCALE 0.3360 PERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIPLGWUMMANH33 LBO! [A452011 23 BCT 71 PAGE 261 
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA@ DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH FA6AWETRlC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O I M A T I O N  
1 . 1 9 9  BETA 5 . 5 5 0  SELF G.3279 S B . I N  8 1 . 4 6 5  LEEF 0 . 6 4  6 3  I N  
0 1 . 9 6 1  BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMRF G . l G l 0  I N .  0 4.959 YMRF 0 .  0000  I N  
I W I F  0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
SCbLE 6 . 3 3 6 0  FEECEN 
MSFC TWK 583 TIIILGRUHMANH33 ~ 2 4  0 1 (A45201 1 . 23 CICT 7 1 PAGE 262 
ANGLE 8F ATTACK0 ALPWAo DEGREES 
F A f A H E T 6 I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFOEHA T l O h  8 fj:::: BETA G.555 
0 5.990 0 1.597 
REFESEWCE F I L E  SFE -AEKO-AAE 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
--..LCEF 0 ; 6 4 6 3  I N  
@ R E F  6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 6 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
Y M E F  0 . 6 ~ 0 6  i N 
ZMRF 6 . 6 0 6 0  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  F E R C E N  
MSFC TwT 503 TIIIL6RUMMANW33 L29 0 1 (A452013 23  BCT 71 PAGE 263 
ANGLE BF A T T A C K @  
FARAMETCIC VALUES 
BETA 0 . 0 0 0  
REFEPEMCE F I L L  SF€-AESG-AAE 
ALPHA, DEGREES 
REFECENCE . I N F O P H A T I O N  
SKEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X D I ~ F  t . l r J 1 0  I N .  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  F E R C E N  
MSFG TWP 503 TIIILGWUNMANW33 L2+0% CA452011 23 OCT 71 PAGE 264 
ANGLE OF ATTACK0 ALPHA, DEGREES 
UACM F A S A t l E T C I C  VALUES 
6 . 6 0 1  BETA G.05G 
0.897 
1 . 0 0 5  
1 . 1 0 5  
REFEEENCE F I  LC SFC -AEfiO-AAE 
REFERENCE INFORWATlON 
S R t F  0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
L k E F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X#EF 0 . 1 0 1 0  IN. 
- .  - 
YMRF 0 ; ~ 0 0 b  I N  
ZWEF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 0  FEECEN 
MSFC TWT 583 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L4+81 CA454011 23 6CT 71 PAGE 265 
ANGLE OF AYTACKp ALBWAo DEGREES 
S1880h MACW FAEAWETEIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPWATIC~N 2 ::::: "16 G.OGG SRCF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  - 
LREF G.6463  I N  
8 1.960 BEEF 0 . 6 6 6 3  I N .  XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
4 .959  YMkP 0 .00GD I N  
ZMBF G . 0 0 0 0  I N  
EEFEREWCE F I L E  SFE-AEEO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIIhGWUHHANW33 L4+01 4A454011 23 8 C T  71 PAGE 266 
ANGLE OF ATTACKI ALPHAo DEGREES 
STWBOL MPCH F A I A W E T B I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F G R # A T I O N  
G.661 BETA 0.600 S k L F  0.3279 S B . I N  53 0.89, LREF 5.6463 I N  
0 I.GOG BGEF 0.6463 I N .  
D 
XMRF 0.1015 I N .  
1.100 Y#RF G.OliO0 I N  
ZMkF 0.0GtG I N  
PEFEIEWCE F I L E  SFE - A E I G - A A E  SCALE 0.5360 FERCEN 
MSFC TVT 583 T I I ILGRUMHAMH33  PAGE 
ANGLE QF ATTAGXo ALPWAD DEGREES 
SVMBOL MACH F A 6 A R E T E I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F 3 R M A T I O N  
: . t o g  BETA G.GGO SELF 0 . s e 7 9  5 8 . 1 ~  !it 1.45, L R L F  0 . 6 4 6 9  I N  
0 1 .  P6Q BREF 0 . 6 6 6 5  I N .  XMUF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  a a.cso IMRF o . o o o o  IN 
ZMkF 0 . 6 0 0 0  I N  
PEFCl7BMCE F I L E  SFE-4EBO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCfN 
TWT PAGE 268 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
RACM FASAME T k l C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORHA I I O N  
0 . 6 5 1  BETA 5 . 0 0 5  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
0.897 LEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
1 . 0 0 0  BREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XHRF 0.11310 I N .  
1 . 1 0 0  YWRF 0.0GOO I N  
ZHEF 5 . I i000  I N  
EEFEEENCE F I L E  S F € - A €  I O - A 4 E  SCALE G. 336 0  FERCEN 
HSFC TWT 583 TIIILGRUMHANW33 L4+01 CA454QIl 23 BCT 71 PAGE 269 









00 . . 
-90 - i B  -16 -P4 - l a  -iO - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 0 0 0 Z r l  6 0 10  1.2 
ANGLE OF A T V A C W o  ALPHA, DEGREES 
. MACH FACAUETCIC VALUES REFEEEHCE INFORMATION 
1.PGO BETA G.GG5 SkEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . 1 N  
1 .455  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
1.968 BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XHPF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
4 .959  YMkF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
I E F E E E l C E  F I L E  SFE-BE60-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FEkCEN 
:C TWT 503 TIIILGWUHHANH33 L4+ 0 % CA4540%1 23 BCT 7% PAGE 270 
ANGLE 6F ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
SVMBUL wacn F A P A W E T C Z C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O f M A T l O N  
G.601 BETA 5.G55 SkEF 6.3279 S 8 . 1 N  2, 0.897 LREF fi.6463 1 N 
0 t.OG6 BREF 0.6463 I N .  X M I F  0.1015 0 1.160 I N .  YMRF 0.0050 I N  
Z#RF 0.5650 1 N 
EEFLBEYCE F I L E  SF€ -AEIG-AAE SCALE 0.3360 FEl iCEN 





































-90 -10 -16 -84 -it -80 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 8 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK# ALPHA@ DEGREES 
STWBOL MACH F A ~ A W E T R I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 2 ::: "'A 0 . 6 5 5  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
L k E F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
0 1.964 BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XWRF 0 . i o i o  I N .  0 4.959  YMRF 0 . 5 0 0 5  I N  
Z#RF G.00OO I N  
EEFEPEMCE F l  bE SFE - A E R O - I I E  SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FEPCEN 
MSFC ' TWT $03 T I I ILGRUMMAMH33 L4+Ol CA4540fl 23 BCT 71 PAGF 377 
ANGLE 6F ATTACK, ALPHAD DEGREES 
MACH FAPAMETI IC  VALUES 
G . 6 G l  BETA 0 . 5 0 0  
5.897 
1 . 0 0 0  
1 . 1 0 0  
EEFECEWCE F I L E  SFE -4EPO-AAE 
- .  
REFEPENCE INFOPHA TlON 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 s  s e .  IN 
LREF G.6463  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHRF G . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YHRF 5 . 0 0 0 6  I N  
ZHRF 0 . 0 G 0 0  I N  
MSFC TVT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 L4+01 [A454011 23 BCT 71 PAGE 273 
LONG P VUD B MAL STAB% L % TY B B % 1 %/H-33 VAWDEH 
! 
ANGLE OF ATTACK@ ALPtiAo DEGREES 
M A C H  FARAMETCIC VILUES REFCRENCE INFOEHATION 
1.PGO BETA G.GGG SREF 6 . 3 2 7 9  SB. IE 
1 .455  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N 
1  .96l BGEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMRF G.1OlG I N .  
4 . 9 5 9  YMkF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
Z H I F  0.OGOG I N  
BEFEOEYCE F I L E  SFE -AE60-AdE SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEE 
TWT 583 TII~LGWUMMANH33 L44Ql (A454011 23 BCT 71 PAGE 274 
ANGLE 6F ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SWBGL MACH F A E A W E T R I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  
G.601 BETA G.GGG SREF G.3279 S B . I N  B G., LREF 13.6463 I li 
0 l.GOG BREF 0.6463 I N .  
a XMRF G.113113 1.lGO I N .  YHkF G.00013 I N  
ZHRF G .  GOGO I N  
EEFEEEWCE F I L E  SFE -AEIO-AAE SCALE 6.3360 FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 L4401 CA454811 23 OCT 71 PAGE 275 
1 .O 












ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAD DEGREES 
3~ MACH FACAHETEIC  VALUES REFECENCE INFORMATION 
1 . 2 0 2  BETA 0 . 0 5 5  SkEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
1.895 LCEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
1 . 9 6 4  BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMkF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
4 . 9 5 9  YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZHEF 0 . 0 5 0 0  I N 
B L F E I E I C E  F I L E  SFE -AERO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
iFC TWT 503 TIIILGRLdP91S1ANH33 L4+61  [A454811 2 3  6CT  7 1  PAGE 2 7 6  
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
srHBGL MACH FARAWETBIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.965 BETA 5 . 5 5 6  SREF 6 . 3 2 7 9  S Q .  I N  B 3.486  LREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
0 4 . 9 5 9  BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  X H I F  G . l G 1 G  I N .  
YnRF 0 . 0 6 0 0  I N  
ZMRF 6 . 0 0 6 0  I N  
I E F E E E N C E  F I L E  SFE - C E O - A A E  SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 5  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5 8 3  TIIILGRUMHANH33 C2+01 (A452031 23 BCT 71 PAGE ' 277 
ANGLE OF ATTACK0 ALPHA, OEGWEES 
STWBOL MACH FARAWETRIC VALUES PEFERENCE INFGRHATIOL 
1 . 9 6 3  B E i A  0 . 0 5 0  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  2 3 . 4 8 0  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
0 4 . 0 5 9  BEEF G . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMIF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YHPF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZNEF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
EEFEREHCE F I L E  SCALE 13.3360 FERCEN SFE-AEIO-AIE 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANW33 (A452031 23 OCT 71 PAGE 278 
'PO - P O  -16 -14 -1g -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - O 0 0 0 e 4 6 6 10  1 P  
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
MACH FAEAHETEIC VALUES PEFEPENCE I N F O P H A  l l O N  
1 . 9 6 3  BETA 0 . 0 0 0  
3 . 4 8 0  
4 . 9 5 9  
EEFEPEYCE F I L E  SFE-AEEO-AAE 
SliEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S P . I N  
LEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 9 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X # I F  0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF 0 , 0 9 0 0  I N  
ZHkF 0 . 0 0 0 5  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 T I I lLGRUMMANH33  ~ 2 4 0 1  C A 4 5 2 Q 3 1  23 6CT  71 PAGE 279 
10 
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-00 -10 -8s -80 -82 -10 - e - G - 4 - o o o o 4 8 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK@ ALPHA* DEGREES 
STMBOL MACH F A E A N E T P I C  VALUES PEFERENCE I N F O E M A T I O N  
1.963 BETA 0.555 SREF 0.3279 S e . I N  2 3.466 L k E F  0.6463 I N  
0 1.959 BkEF 0.6463 I N .  X M I F  0.10lD I N .  
I M R F  G.OOG0 I N  
ZMRF 0.00O0 I N  
REFEPLWCE F I L E  SFE-AEEO-AAE SCALE 5.3365 FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 583 fIIILGWUflHANW33 CA452031 23 OCT 71 PAGE 280 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
SIUBGL M A C H  FAPAMETRIC VALUES EEFEEENCE INFOEMATION 
1 . 9 6  BETA G.GOG SkEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  B . 3 . 4 8 .  s e .  IN LREF C . 6 4 6 3  I N  
0 4 . 9 5 9  BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMRF G . l D 1 G  I N .  
IMRF G . 0 0 6 0  I N  
ZMRF G.DGG6 I N  
PEFEEEPiCE F I L E  SF€ -AEI?O-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 6  FERCEN 
MSFC TwT 503 TIIILGWUMMANW33 C2+0l [A452031 23 BCT 71 PAGE 281 
FAGAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 1.0GG 
C A T A N I S T .  COCE GCF 
WSFC TWT 503 TIIPLGRUMRANH33 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE I N F G E H A T I O N  
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S61.IN 
.. .. 
eaii 0 . 6 4 6 3  IN. 
XHRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMkF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N  
ZHRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FEliCEN 
(945201 % 04 FEB 72 PAGE 282 
C A T *  n l s T .  CGCE GCF 
MSFC TWT 5 0 3  TIIILGRUMPlANH33 L2+01 
MACH NUMBER 
F A R A # E T E I C  VALUES 
G.GGG 
REFERENCE I N F O R W I T I O N  
SREF 6 . 3 2 7 9  S e . 1 N  
L k E F  3 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BliEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMEF G. 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZWRF 6 . 5 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
(045201) 04 FEB 72 PAGE 283 
15 
$BMGH%UD%WA$ STABILITY I' P I I LBH-33 VANDEQ ALPHA 6W CW = 8,8 
FACAWE TBIC  VALUES 
BE TA 0 .  Griri 
C A T A  H I S T .  CGCL GCF 




SREF r i . 3279  s e .  IN 
LREF C . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YlRF G . 0 0 0 0  I N  
Z M l F  0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FEACEN 
(045201 1 04 FEB 72 PAGE 284 
LONG1 TUDINAL STABIL 1 TY T I I I L/H-33 TANBEH ALPHA OR CM 8 s  8 
MACH NUMBER 
FAIAMETEIC  VALUES REFERENCE INFOCHATlON 
BETA 0 . 0 0 0  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S8 .1N  
LREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BSEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHEF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMliF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZMIF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE G . 3 3 6 0  FEECEN 
(045201 I 04 FEB 72 PAGE 285 
C A T A  H I S T .  CGCE G C F  
MSFC TWT 583 TIIILGWUMMANW33 LBO1 
FARAHETCIC VALUES 
BE T I  6.550 
CATA H I S T .  CGCE 6 C F  










I N .  
I N .  
MSFC TVT 503 TII%bGWUHHANW33 (845281 3 04 FEB 72 PAGE 286 
MACH NUMBER 
FAPAWETLIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R H A T I O N  
BETA G.GGG 
C A T A  n x s T .  COCE GCF 
SfiEF G . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF G . 1 5 1 5  I N .  
YWkF 0 . 1 0 5 5  i~ - 
ZMRF G. OG55 I N  
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 5  FERCEN 
MSFC TwT 503 TIIILGWUMHANH33 L2+ 0 1 (045201 I 84 FEB 72 PAGE 287 
1.0 
bQMG%TUDHNAL STABILITY B PI % LBH-33 TANDEH ALPHA 8R CN = 0,O 
FARAMETRIC VPLUES 
BE T I  0 .00G 
C A T A  n Isr .  COCE GCF 
HSFC TWT 583 TIIPLGRUMMANH33 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFORHATlSh 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ.IN 
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  IN 
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X W ~ F  0 . 1 0 1 0  IN :  
YHRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZWEF G.OOOO I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  F L R C E N  
C0452011 8 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE 288 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAWE T I I C  VALUES 
BETA 0 . 0 0 0  
CATA W l S T .  COCE. GCF 
MSFC TWV 503 TIIILGRUMHANH33 L2+01 
REFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  
SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
I # R F  0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZMRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 











- ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ! ~ ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ~  0.5 1.0 i .a 8.0 0.1 3.0 3.5 4 .0  4 . 5  s . o  
MACH NUMBER 
FARAWETll  C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BE TA G.GG0 1 SELF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S d . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMkP 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZMkF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
CAVA W l S T .  COCE GCF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 5  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 5Q3 TIIILGWUNPIANH33 LZ+O1 (045281 1 04 FEB 72 PAGE 290 
CATA M I S T .  COCE G C F  
MSFC TWT 583 TIIILGWUMHANH33 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LEEF 13.6463 I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XUEF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YUEF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 









LONGITUDINAL STABILITY % I H % LPH-33 TANDEH ALPHA OR CN = 8,8 
MACH NUMBER 
FAEAHETCIC VALUES 
BE ?A 0.005 
PEFEBENCE INFORl4ATlOh 
SREF G.3279 S Q . I N  
- .. .. 
BEEF 0.6463 IN. 
XHBF 0.1010 I N .  
YWPF 0.0005 I N  
ZMEF 0.0000 I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN CATA H I S ? .  COCL GCF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMHANH33 (045461 I 64 FEB 72 PAGE 292 
MACH NUMBER 
FALAHE T R I C  VALUES 
BETA G. 5 5 5  
C A T 1  M I S T .  COCE G C F  
REFERENCE I N F O R l f A T I O N  
SR E F  6 . 3 2 7 9  S P . I N  
LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X#EF 6 . 1 0 1 5  I N .  
7MkF 0 . 0 6 6 0  I N  
ZMRF 6 . G 0 0 6  I N  
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
MSFC TwT 583 TIIILGWUMMANH33 L4+01 CD454011 04 FEB 72 PAGE 293 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUHMANW33 C045401 I 04 FEB 72 PAGE 294 
MACH NUMBER 
FACAUETBIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOkMATION 
BETA G. 6 0 0  
CATA M I S T .  CGCE 6Cf 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
LREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHRF '3 .1010 I N .  
~ H R F  G . O G O O  IN 
znRF G . O G O G  IN 
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
HSFC TwT 583 TIIILGWUMMAMW33 L4+01 (045481 1 04 FEB 72 PAGE 295 
LOMGPVUDPNAL STABILITY T % H P b/W-33 TAWBEH ALPHA QR CN = 0 , s  
FARAMETCIC VALUES 
BE T I  G .000  
C A T A  n l s T .  COCE GCF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUHMANH33 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SfiEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  ~ 0 . 1 ~  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X#CF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YYkF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZMPF ~ ; 0 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE G . 3 3 6 0  F E l C E N  
C0454011 84 FEB 72 PAGE 296 
MACH NUMBER 
F A E A M E T I I C  VALUES 
BE TA 6 . 0 6 5  
C A T *  H I S T .  COCE GCF 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SKEF G . 3 2 7 9  S B . 1 N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
- .  
X M ~ F  0.10i0 I N .  
YHPF G . 0 0 5 5  I N  
Z M R F  G.66OG 1 N  
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 5  F E E C E N  
L4+01 MSFC TWT 503 T%IILGWUHMAMH33 (045401 I 04 FEB 72 PAGE 297 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY T I % B L/H-33 BANDEW ALPHA 6R CN = 0,8 
a 0.S 
FAGAME 1 6  I C VALUES 
8E T A  0 . 0 0 0  
CdTA H I S T .  COCE GCF 
MSFC TWP 503 TIIILGRUHHAMH33 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SkEF G . 3 2 7 9  Se .1N  
LREF C . 6 4 6 3  I N  
B R E F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  - .... 
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF G . 0 0 0 0  1  N  
ZllRF G . 0 0 0 0  I N  
S C A L E  6 . 3 3 6 5  FERCEN 
1045401 9 04 FFR 72 PAGF 79R 
1.0 
















































%3 (n 0.1 
MACH NUMBER 
FACAWETCIC VALUES C E F E I E N C E  INFORMATIC8N 
BETA 0 . 5 0 5  
CATA H I S T .  COCE GCF 
SELF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
L k E F  G . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF G.GGO0 1 N . ..-. . .- 
Z M I F  0 . 5 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE 5 . 3 3 6 5  FEECEN 
MSFC TWT 583 V I I I L G W U M M A M H ~ ~  L4+01 (045401 1 84 FEB 72 PAGE 299 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIIbGWUMMANH33 CD454011 04 FEB 72 PAGE 300 
3.0 
LON6 I TUB %NAh STABBL % TY V ]I I I L/H-33 TAHBEH ALPHA OR CM = 0.8 
MACH NUMBER 
F A k A n E T P I C  VALUES 
BE TA G.Or,G 
CAT& W I S T .  C W E  GCF 
MSFC TWT 563 TIIILGRUHMANH33 
PEFERENCE l N F O R H A T l O N  
SAEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SB.1N 
L E E F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
IMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
(0454011 8 4 F E B 7 2  PAGE '301 
LONGITUDINAL S?AB%b%BY B I % H L/H-33 TANDEW ALPHA Dl? 6N = 8,0 
MACH NUHBEW 
FABAWETl?IC VALUES 
BE TA G.G0G 
E A T A M I S ? .  COEE GCF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIlbGWUNNANW33 
- - - 
SRf F 0.3279 S B . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 8 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X M ~ F  o. : l i lo  IN.  
YWRF 0.GOGO I N  
ZblRF O.GOGG I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
CD-452031 84 FEB 72 PAGE 302 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY T I I I L/W-33 TANBEH ALPHA OR CW = 0, 0 
MACH NUMBER 
F A l A M E T C I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O E M A T I O N  
BE T I  G.G0!i SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BREF 0 . 6 4  E 3  I N .  
XMkF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
r n w  0 . 5 0 0 0  I N 
ZMRF 9 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
(0452031 04 FEB 72  PAGE 303 
CATA M I S T .  COCE CCF 
MSFC TWT 503 T%IILGRUHF4ANH33 C2+01 
MSF :C TWT 503 TIIILGRUlbOWANH33 
LONG1 %MD%NAL STABPL l OY T I I P L/H-33 TANDEH ALPHA OR CN = 8.0 
MACH NUMBER 
FACAWETKIC VALUES 
BETA 6 . m 0  
CATA H I S T .  COCE 6CF 
kEFEkENCE INFORMATION 
SKCF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
L k E F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
..-.. 
Y#RF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZMRF O . 0 0 5 0  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FEliCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 (0452031 04 FEB 72 PAGE 305 
LONGITUDINAL SBAB%LITY T % I 1  LBW-33 BANDER ALPHA El CN = 0,O 
FARARE TRlC  VALUES 
BETA G.GG0 
CATA M I S T .  COCE CCF 
MSFC TWT 583 VIIILGRUHi'4ANW33 
MACH R1UMBE.R 
PEFECENCE INFOPMATIOW 
SREF' 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LREF 17.6463 I N  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF G . l G l G  I N .  
lMRF O.GGGG I N  
SCALE G . 3 3 6 5  FERCEN 
CD452031 84 FEB 72 PAGE 306 
iASAHETEIC  VALUES 
BETA 0 . 0 6 0  
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFOtMATICN 
SGEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SB.IN 
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHRF G . l G l G  I N .  
I # R F  O.0GGt 1 N 
ZMRF 0 . 0 5 0 0  1  N  
CATA H I S T .  COCE GCF 
MSFC TWT 5Q3 TIIILGRUMF4APdH33 CZ+ 0 1 
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 















































- O ~ % . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ' v ~ ~ ~ z = ~ ~ z ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ z * ~ z ~ ~ d  8.9 1.0 1 .S 0.0 0.5 5 .0  5.5 4 . 0  4.9 5 . 0  
MACH NUMBER 
F A I I M E T P I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFOPHATION 
BETA 0 . 0 0 0  SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF G . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
lMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  1 N  
ZMRF G.00GG I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
10 





















































FASARETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPMATION 
BETA G .  0 0 0  S R i F  G .3279  S e . l N  
LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  1  N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 6 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMPF G . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZHPF 0 . 0 0 0 0  1  N  
CAT4 MIST. CGCE 6CF SCILE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FEPCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TPIILGRUMMANH33 ~ 2 4  0 1 10452031 04 FEB 72 PAGE 309 
S . Q  




1 . 0  
0.5 
0 . 0  
-0.5 
-1 .o 
3 . 1  
-P.Q 
-9.1 
-S.O 0 .0  0.5 1 . 0  1.5 t . 0  0 .5  3 . 0  3 .5  4 . 0  4 . 5  S .O 
MACH NUMBER 
FAPAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BE 14 0.0IiG SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S I . I N  
LREF 0 . 5 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF 0 .  0 0 0 0  I N  
ZWRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
C A T A  MIST.  COCE G C F  SCALE C.5360  FERCEN 
MSFC TW? 503 flIILGRUHMAMW33 C2+ 0 1 CQ453011 n A  K c 0  79 DACE 9 1  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE9 BETA, DEGREES 
SYHBOL MACH F A ~ A M E  T P I C  VALUES REFEFENCE INFORMATION 
0 G.590  ALFHA G.50G SFEF 6 . 3 2 7 9  SQ. IN  
GEFEGEUCE F I L E  SFE-AEEG-AAE 
LREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
- .  
BEEF 0 ; 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X#kF 6 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YWPF G.GO00 I N  
Z#RF 0 . 0 0 6 0  1 N 
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
MSFC TkfT 503 TIIHLGWUHMWNH33 L B O %  (A452021 23 OCT 71 PAGE 31 1 
LATERAL DIRECT HONAL SBABHLI BY T I I H LBW-33 VAWEW 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
MACW FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPl4ATION 
1.195 ALFHA 0.000 SEEF 0.3279 S Q . I N  
1.460 LREF 0.6463 I N  
8.964 BREF 0.6463 I N .  XMkF 0.1010 I N .  
4 .959 I# i?F 0.0000 I N  
t # E F  0.0005 I PI 
EEFEIEWCE FILE SFE-AEBO-AAE SCALE 6.3360 F E E C E N  
MSFC TWT 503 T I I I LGRUMMAMH33  L.24011 [A452021 23 8CT 71 PAGE 312 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
STUBGL UACW FAEAUETPIC VALUES REFEkENCE INFOPWIT ION 
0 . 9 9 0  ALFWA 0 . 0 0 5  S C ~ F  0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  2 0 . 9 0 0  LPEF 8 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
I .  G0G BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  s 1 . 0 9 8  XHRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  YMlF 0 .0G00  1 N 
ZMPF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
IEFEBEWCE F I L E  SFE-AESO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FEECEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIKILGWUMMANH33 L2+ 8 1 CA452023 2 3  OCT 71 PAGE 313 



































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
SYMBOL UACM FAKAWETKIC VALUES 
0.590 ALPHA G. GOG 2 G.9.G 
0 1.GGG 
1. G90 
OEFEEENCE F I L E  SFE -AEftO-AAE 
REFERENCE I N F O R U A T I O N  
SREF 0.3279 S 8 .  I N  
LEEF 6.6463 I N  
BEEF 0.6463 I N .  
XHEF 0.1016 I N .  
YMRF 0 . O r J O O  1 N ..... . . 
ZMEF 6.6000 I N  
SCALE 0.3360 FERCEN 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE0 BETA0 DEGREES 
srncio~ MACH FARIHETIIC VALUES 
1.195 ALPHA G. GGG B 1.46, 
0 1. 966 
g 4.95s 
RLFEICMCE F I L E  . SFL-AEEO-AAE 
PlSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUHHANH33 
REFERENCE INFOPMATION 
SREF 
L C ~ F  
BREF 
XMRF 




I N .  
I N .  
1~ 
FERCEN 
(A452021 23 8CT  71 PAGE 31s; 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
S ~ W B G L  M A C H  FASAHETI IC V A L U E S  REFERENCE I N F O I H A T I C h  
G.590 ALFHd 6 . 0 5 0  SREF 2 0 . 9 0 0  0 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
0 1.GGG BREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XHRF 
1 .098  0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  IMPF 0 . 0 0 5 0  I N  
ZMliF G.GOGG I N  
REFEEENCE F I L E  SFE-AEEO-AAE SCALE G.3365  FEECEN 
HSFC TMT 583 T%I%LGWUPlMAMW33 ~ 2 9 0 1  (A452821 23 BCT 71 PAGE 317 
= l ~  - 9 0  - 8  - 6  - 4  - B  0 0 0  0  0 6 8 1 0  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE0 BETA@ DEGREES 
SlRBOL mACM FAPAMETPIC VALUES PEFEPENCE INFOPHATION 2 ::::; ALFHA 0 .050  SPEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  s e . 1 ~  
LPEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
0 1 . 9 6 4  BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  X l l i F  0 . 1 0 1 5  I N .  
4 .950  IMPF 0 .  GGOG I N  
PWRF l . 5 5 0 0  I N  
PEFEPEWCL F I L E  SFE-AEEG-AAL SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 5  FERCEN 
MSFC TwT 503 TIIILGRUMHANH33 i2+09 (A452021 23 OCT 71 PAGE 318 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETA, DEGREES 
SIWBOL MACH FABhUET&lC VALUES REFERENCE 1NFORHATIC:N 
0 . 5 9 0  ALPHA 0 . 0 0 0  SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SB.1N 2 0 . 9 0 0  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
0 8 .  DOG BREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 XMRF G . 1 0 1 6  1 . 0 9 8  I N .  lHRF G . 6 6 6 9  I N  
ZMRF G.0005  1 N  
REFERENCE F I L E  SFE-AEEO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
PISFC TNT 503 TI%ILGWUMMANW33 L2+ 0 f CA452021 23 f3CT 71 PAGF 319 
10 





































~1~ o o o o e a 6 a 1 0  1 9  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE0 BETAo DEGREES 
SIWBOL MACH FARAMETBIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORt4ATION 2 ::::E ALFMA 0 . 0 0 0  SELF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S O .  I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
0 1.964 BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XWEF G . l G l 0  I N .  0 4.959 YMliF G.GtGG I N  
ZMliP G . 0 0 0 0  I N  
REFERENCE F I L E  SFB-AEtiO-AAE SC b LC 0 . 9 3 6 0  FERCEN 
HSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMNANW33 LZ+O% (A452021 23 O C T - 7 1  PAGE 370 
SIDE SLIP ANGLED BETA* DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH FAEAMETEIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOEMA TION 
0 . 5 9 8  ALFMA O.050 SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S 9 . I N  2 0 . 9 0 5  LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
0 1. OG0 BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
0 XnRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  1 . 0 9 6  YMCF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
LMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  IN 
EEFEEENCE F I L E  SFE-AEIO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
HSFC TMT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 LB 0 1 [A452021 23 BCT 71 PAGE 321 
SYMBOL I 
2 
MSFC VW? 504 TPIILGRUMHANH33 h2401 ' . (A452021 23 6Cf 71 PAGE 332 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETAe DEGREES 
SYUBGL U A C N  F A ~ A H E T ~ ~ I C  VALUES PEFEPENCE INFORMATION 2 :::ti "FHA G.GGG SkEF G . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
LREF G . 6 4 6 3  I N  
0 1. GGG BREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XWliF O . l G l 5  I N .  0 2.GSO YMRF 5 . 5 5 5 5  I N  
ZHEF G.GGO0 I N  
IEFE IENCE F I L E  SFE-AEkG-AAE SCALE 5 . 3 3 6 0  FEPCEN - 
M$FC TWT 503 T I I % L G R U N M A N H ~ ~  L2+01 (A452021 23 K T  71 PAGF 393 















. Q  
U 
W 

















0 g -0.4 
C$ 
- 
d 8 -0.6 
-0.8 
-''!lia - - . a  - - 4 - g 0 0 0 8 4 6 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLEe BETA0 DEGREES 
SIMBOL MACH FARAHETEIC VALUES EEFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.195 ALFWA G.GG5 SFiEF 6 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  2 1 . 4 6 6  LCEF 0.6463 1 N 
0 1.964 BEEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XHRF 6 .161G I N .  
4.959 YMEF 0 . 5 5 0 5  I N  
ZWRF 6 . 5 5 5 5  1 N 
RLFEBEWCE F I L E  SFE-AEKG-Ad€ SCALE 5 . 3 5 6 5  FEECEN 
MSFC TMT 583 TIIILGWUMMANH33 L2+(]ll (A454821 23 BCT 71 PAGE 374 
J.. 
a 
M .  
W 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLEe BETAD DEGREES 
FASAUE T E I C  VALUES EEFERENCE I N F O P H A T l O N  
EEFEGEMCE F I L E  SFE -AEBO-APE 
SREF ' 6 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LEEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XElRF 0 . 1 6 1 0  I N .  
YHRF G . 6 6 0 0  I N  
ZHRF 0 . 6 0 0 5  1 N 
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 6  FEliCEN 
HSFC TWT 583 TII%LGWUMMAMW33 L4+01 [A454021 2 3  BCT 71 PAGE 325 
10 










0 0 0 0 4 6 8 10  i 2  
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
~FIEAGIETIIC VALUES 
ALFUA G.0'16 
IEFEREMCE F I L E  SFE-AEPO-AAE 
REFERENCE INFORMATIGN 
SREF '1 .3279 S B . I N  
LUEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  1N 
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMEF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
W l i F  0 ;  0 0 0 0  I N  
ZMRF t . 5 ' 1 0 0  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  P E R C E N  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIIbGRUMMANW33 Ld-+Od CA454Q21 23 f lCT 71 PAGF 37G 
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
sIUBGL MACH F A E A N E T P I C  VALUES 
G.597 ALPHA 6 . 5 0 0  2 ..9G, 
0 0.998 
0 1 . 1 5 6  
GEFEPEWCE F I L E  SFE -AESO-Ad€ 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
L k E F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BliEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YHRF G . 0 0 0 0  I N  - 
I R R F  0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 563 TIIILGWUHMANH33 L4+01 [A454021 23 f iCT 71 PAGF 377 
S I D E  SL IP  ANGLE@ BETA, DEGREES 
FAEAMETRIC V I L U E S  
ALFWP t,aoo 
. b 
REFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  ~ 6 . 1 ~  
LREF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X#F 0 . i G l I I  I N .  
YHAF G.GG50 I N  
ZHCF G.Ci550 I N  
SCALE G.3360  FEECEN 
~ ~ 4 5 4 0 2 1  24 a c ~  71 PAGE 378 
SIDE S L I P  ANGLE0 BETA, DEGREES 
51P180L WACM FAEAWETAIC VALUES 
0.597 ALFMA 6.656 9 0.9.3 
0 G.998 
0 1.106 
GEFLSENCE F l  LE SFE-AEEO-Ad6 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SELF 0.3279 S 8 . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0.6463 IN. 
XMEF G.1010 I N .  
YWRF G.0000 1 N 
ZWEF 0.0000 1 N 
SCALE 0.3360 FEkCEN 
H$FC TWT 583 TI%ILGWUMMAMW33 [A454021 23 BCT 71 PAGE 329 
16 














- 8 8  
' 1 f 1 8 ! * n ( ! . : ! ! ! 3  0 0 0 0 D 4 6 8 1 0  8 2 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE9 BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL #bCM F11AHETPIC  VALUES 
1.2G2 ALFHA G.GGG 8 a .457  
0 1 . 9 5 0  
4 . 9 5 9  
GEFEPEYCE F I L E  SFE-AEGO-AAE 
HSFC TWT 583 TPPPLGRUHHAMH33 
PEFEAENCE INFOIk iAT ION 
SAEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . l N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  BEEF G . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHAF G . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
I # k F  0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZMEF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  F E ~ C E N  




0 .998  
1 . 8 0 6  
SIDE SLIP ANGLED BETA, DEGREES 
FAIAMETRIC VALUES 
ALFHA 6 . 0 5 5  
TWT 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SPEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S O . I N  
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWPF 0 . 1 0 1 5  I N .  . ~ .  
l R P F  0 . 0 5 0 5  i~ - 
ZMEF 5 . 5 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 5 6 0  FERCEN 
7 11 PAGF 331 
SIDE SLIP ANGLEo BEPA, DEGREES 
F A R A W E T I I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O P M A T I O N  
REFERENCE F I L E  SF€-AEIO-AAE 
SREF 6.3279 S B . I N  
LREF 6.6463 I Y 
BREF 6.6463 I N .  
X#PF 6.16lO I N .  
YUkF 6.GOOG I N  
ZIl l iF O.GO66 I N  
, SCALE 0.3366, FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIlLGWUHMANW33 L4+€9% . [A454021 23 BCT 71 PAGE 332 
LATERAL D I WEGT % ONAL STAB% $ I TV T % % % h/bi-33 VANDER 
SlDE SLIP ANGLE0 BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL u A c n  FAEAHETPIC VALUES 
G.597 ALF#A 6 . 6 0 0  2 6 .90 ,  
0 G.998  








s e .  I N  
I N  
I N .  
I N .  
I N  
I N  
FERCEN 
MSFC TMT 503 T%H%LGWUf+MAMW33 L4+0]1 (A454821 23 BCT 71 PAGE 333 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE, BETA@ DEGREES 
SVMSOL MACW FABAMETPIC VALUES 2 ::::: "FHA 0 . 0 0 0  
0 1 . 9 5 8  
0 4 . 9 5 9  
REFERENCE INFOPMATIC~N 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SB.IN 
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
x n k ~  0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 5 0  1  N  
ZCIRF 0 . 0 0 0 5  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 5  FERCEN 
~ ~ 4 ~ 4 0 3 1  72 n r ~  71 PAGF ? a d  
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
MACH FAPAME T 6 I C  VALUES 
0 .597  ALFHA G.000  
0 .963  
0 0 . 9 9 8  
1.106 
IEFESENCE F I L E  SFE-AEEO-AIE 
REFERENCE I N F O R l d T I O N  





I N .  
I N  
IN 
FERCEN 






6 . 6 0 5  
F I L L  S F E - A E I O - P 4 E  
ILGRUMMANH33 
DEGREES 





X M I F  
YMEF 
ZMliF 
S B . I N  
I N  
I N .  
I N .  
I N  
I N  
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 0  FECCEN 
7 1 PAGF 7 1 C  
SIDE SLIP ANGLEo BETA* DEGREES 
SIHBGL MACPI F A E P R E T R I C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  
8.597 ALFHA 0.000 SREF 0.3t79 S 8 . 1 N  S 0.0.3 LEEF 0.6463 I N  
0 0.800 BEEF 0.6463 I N .  XMRF 0 n.SG6 0.1010 I N .  YWRF 0.0000 I N  
ZWRF 0.0000 I N  
BEFEEEWCE F I L E  SFE-AERO-AAE SCALE 0.3360 F ~ ~ C E N  
HSSC VWT 503 TIBILGRUMMANH33 L4+01 (A454821 23 BCT 71 PAGE 337 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE9 BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACW FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R U A T I O N  
. f.E!GZ ALFflA 2 8 .457  O.GGG SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SB.1N LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
0 I.958 BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XRRF C , . i G l 0  I N .  0 4.959 7WRF G.0000  I N  
ZURF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
E E F f E h N C E  F I L L  OPE-4EQO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANW~~ L4+01 (A454021 23 OCT 71 PAGE 338 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE, BETA* DEGREES 
SIHBOL uncn PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATICON 
2 ::::I ALFHA 0 .05G SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SB.IN LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
0 4 . 9 5 9  BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  I XMRF 5 . 1 0 1 5  I N .  / 
YMRF G . 0 0 0 0  
ZMRF 0 . 0 5 5 0  I N  ; I N  
EEFEtiEWCE F I L E  SFE-AEQO-AAE SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 5  FERCEN 
MSFC TwT 5 0 3  TIIILGWUMMANH33 CZ+Of [A452041 2 3  OCT 71 PAGE 339 
SYMBOL MACM 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLEo BETA, DEGREES 
F A P A M E T ~ ~ I C  VALUES PEFEPENCE INFOPHATION 
SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SQ.1N 
LREF 3 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X M ~ F  0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YH RF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZMEF 0 . 5 0 0 0  1  N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 583 TIIILGRUMMANW33 C2+ 8 11 ~~453043 33 f l r T  71 PAGF ? A n  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. 
SIHBGL W A C H  F A Q A M E T C I C  VALUES 
1 . 9 5 7  ALFHA G.GG0 B 3 . 4 8 0  
0 4.959  
IEFESEHCE F I L E  SFE -AEEC-AAE 









CA452841 23 BCT 71 PAGE 341 
LO 








2 ~ ~ - - ~ ~ * ~ ~ z ~ : G = ' : ~  - i O  - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0  0 0  0 4 6 B 1 0  1 8  
SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETA, DEGREES 
FAEAMETCIC VALUES 
ALFHb G.GOG 
REFERENCE F I L E  SFE-&ERG-LIE 
563 TIlILGRU~PlANH33 ~r2+  0 1 
- 
REFERENCE INFORMdTIUN 
SCEF 6 . 3 2 7 9  S 8 . I N  
- ~ . -  -  
BREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  IN .  
XURF 0 . l G l O  I N .  
YRRF 0.IiGOO I N  
ZURF G.OOGO I N  
SC d  LE G.3365 FEECEN 
~~457041 73 n r ~  71 PAGF 267 
SIDE SL IP  ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH FARAHETCIC VALUES 
1 . 9 5 7  ALFMA 0 . 5 5 0  2 3.4.0 
0 4 . 9 5 9  
EE FEPERCE F I L E  SFE-AEEO-AAE 
REFERENCE INFORMATIGN 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q .  1k 
LkEF G.6463  1 N 
BREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHRF 5 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
IMliF G . 0 5 5 0  I N  
ZHRF 0 . 5 5 5 5  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 5  FERCEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUHMAMH33 C2+ 0 1 CA452041 23 BCT 71 PAGE 343 
1.0 










































-18 -1 0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - ,? 0 Q 0 Z 6 0 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETAo DEGREES 
SlWBOL MAC# F A f i A M E T k l C  VALUES CEFERENCE INFORHA T I O N  
1.957 ALFHA 0 . G 0 0  SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  2 3 . 4 8 0  LEEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
0 4 . 9 5 9  BkEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  XMRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
IMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
ZHEF O . 0 6 0 G  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  AEFEPEMCE F I L E  SF€-AEPG-AAE FEl iCEN 
HSFC TWT 5e3 TIIILGRUMMANW33 C2+01 [A452041 23 6CT  71 PAGE 344  
ALPHA 
CATA H I S T .  CGCE GCF 
HSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMAMH33 
MACH NUMBER 
SEEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  SG.IN 
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  1 N 
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  IN. 
XHEF 5 . 1 0 1 5  I N .  -  . - .  
l H E F  5 . 5 1 i 5 5  1 N 
ZHFIF 5 . 5 5 0 0  1  N 
SCALE 6 . 3 3 6 5  FERCEN 
04 FFR 77 PAGF 3 4 5  
FAPAHETkIC VALUES 
ALFHA 5 . 0 0 5  
MACH NUMBER 
PEFERENCE I N F O C H I T l O N  
SRiF  ( i . 3279  S 8 . 1 N  
LkEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  1  N  
BEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
~ H & F  G . 1 5 1 5  I N .  ... .. - ~ . ~  
YUEF G . 0 0 0 0  IN- 
ZMRF 5 . 5 0 0 5  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 9  FEECEN 
MSFC TMV 503 fIIILGWUMHANH33 L2+ 0 1 C0452021 04 FEB 72 PAGE 346 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY ? I I I b/H-33 TANBEH BETA - =  0,Q 
MACH NUMBER 
F A I A R E T E I C  VALUES EEFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALFYA 5 . 0 5 0  SEEF 5 . 3 2 7 9  S ( I . I N  
LEEF 5 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XHEF . 0 . 1 0 1 5  I N .  
YMEF 0 .  0 5 0 5  I N  
ZMRF 0 . 0 0 0 5  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 5  FERCEN 
C0457071 04 FFQ 77 PAGE 1 4 7  
CATA H I S T .  COCE GCF 
#SFC TWT 583 TIIILGRUMMAMW33 L2+01 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY T B 1 I L/H-33 TANDEW BETA = 0,6 
1.- 0.1 1.0 :. : :--< P .S : '  ' -.* 8.0 9.5 3 . 0  3.5 4 . 0  4 . 5  S . O  
FAfiAWETIIC VALUES 
AbFHd 0.0CG 
CATA H I S ? .  CGEL 6CF 
HSFC TWT 503 TXI ILGWUMMANW33 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE I N F O R M A T I C N  
SREF 0.3279 S 8 . I N  
LliEF 0.6463 I N  - 
BREF 0;6463 I N .  
X H l F  0.1615 I N .  
I M k F  0.0GGO I N  
ZURF 0.0000 I N  
SCALE 0.3360 FERCEN 
(0452021 04 FFR 72 PAGF 348 






X W ~ F  
YHRF 
ZWRF 
I N .  
I N ,  
I N  
SCALE 0 . 5 3 6 0  F E E C E N  
MSFC TWT 583 T I I I L G R U M M A N H ~ ~  L4+01 C0454021 04 FEB 72 PAGE 3 4 9  
FAkAMETkIC VALUES 
ALFWA 0 . 0 0 0  
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFGRHATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  s e .  IN 
LREF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XYRF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YURF 0 . 0 0 0 0  1N 
ZHRF 0 . 0 G 0 0  I N  
MSFC TVT  503 TIHILGWUHMANH33 L4+01 (0454021 04 FEE 72 PAGE 350 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY T 11.1 L/H-33 TANDEM BETA = 0.0 
MACH NUMBER 
F A I A W E T E I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORMA T;UN 
ALFHA 0 . 0 0 0  'S IEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  s a .  IN 
LREF 6 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWIF 0 . 1 0 1 0  I N .  
YWRF 5 . G O 0 0  I N  
ZWRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
C0454021 04 FER 72 PAGE 351 
CATA H I S T .  CGCE GCF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMMANH33 L4+ 0 1 
1 a 














I.<. 0.5 1.0 1 .s 0.0 :" - - = + = =  e.5 a . o  3.5 4 . 0  1.5 5 . 0  
I 
F ASA#E:EIC V A L U E S  
ALFRA G.0CG 
CATA H I S T .  CGCE GCF 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 
MACH NUMBER 
PEFERENCE I N F O P H A T I O N  
SPEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  E R E F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
XWEF G . i G l G  I N .  
l H E F  0 .  GDGG I N  
ZWRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
F A R A K E T R I C  V A L U E S  
ALPHA 0.005 
MACH NUMBER 
C A T A  MIST. CGCE G C F  
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGWUMMANH33 C2+0% 
R E F E R E N C E  I N F O C H A T I O N  
SREF 0.3279 s a . 1 ~  
L R E F  0.6463 I N  
B R E F  0.6463 I N .  
XMRF 0.lOlG I N .  
YMRF 0.0000 I N  
ZWRF 0.0000 I N  
SCALE 0.3360 F E E C E N  
F A I A H E T t l C  VALUES 
ALFHA (i.055 
CAT* M I S T .  CGCE GCF 
MACH NUMBER 
" .  
I E F E I E N C E  INFOCWATIOh 
S R E F  0 . 3 2 7 9  s e .  IN 
L I E F  0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BKEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
YU%F 0 .101 '3  I N .  .. . .. . .-.. 
r U C F  0 . 0 0 0 0  i N 
ZNRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  I N  
SCALE 0.336'3 FEECEN 
MSFC TWT 503 TIIILGRUMHANH33 C3+01 C0452643 n4 Fen 77 P A W  ?C.A 
MACH NUMBER 
FAIAWC ;EIC L'ALUES 
ALFHA 0.555 
REFEEENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S B . I N  
LEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 2 6 3  I N .  
XWRF 0 . 1 0 1 5  I N .  
YHRF G . 0 0 0 5  I N  
ZWkF 0 . 5 5 G 0  I N 
CATA H I S T .  COCE GCF SCALE 0 . 3 3 6 0  FERCEN 
M S F ~  TWT 503 TIIILGRUMHANH33 C2+ 0 1 CD452041 04 FEB 72 PAGE 355 
LATERAL DBREGBAB&!AR SUAQHRBTY U ill K RiM-33 TARBFM RFUA = 0,fl 
MACH NUMBER 
FAfiAWETEIC VALUES 
ALPHA G . 5 0 5  
C d T A W I S T . C G C E  G C F  
MSFC VVT 503 T % % P L G R U H M A M W ~ ~  C4+0% 
REFEQENCE I N F O C M A T I O N  
SQEF 0 . 3 2 7 9  S Q . I N  
L C ~ F  G . 6 4 6 3  I N  
BEEF 0 . 6 4 6 3  I N .  
X W R F  0 . 1 0 1 5  I N  
.. .. 
ZMRF 0 . 5 0 0 0  IN 
SCALE 0.:365 FEECEN 
